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GEOHYDROLOGY
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY OF MAJOR ISSUES

December 17, 1984

No meaningful assessment of groundwater travel time has been made.

One of the most critical considerations in siting a High Level
Nuclear Waste Repository (HLNWR) is the release of radionuclides to
the accessible environment through groundwater transport. Because
of this, the qualifying, favorable, potentially adverse, and
disqualifying conditions of the Geohydrology Guideline 10 CFR,
960.4-2-1 are based on groundwater travel times.

To determine whether the conditions are met the Department of Energy
(DOE) contractors developed a conceptual model of the geohydrologic
system in the Gibson Dome region. The model that was used for
estimating pre-waste emplacement groundwater travel times and flow
paths for the different hydrostratigraphic (water containing) layers
of interest was a three dimensional regional groundwater flow
model. One of the most fundamental assumption underlying all
analyses and computations in the model, is that flow velocity can be
derived by averaging the volume of flow per unit time that crosses a
unit area, by that area, (ft3/sec . ft = ft/sec). This is
known as a Darcy flux model (Chapman et al., 1984, page 5).
Conceptually, this is equivalent to treating flow as though it were
through primary porosity, (the rock matrix), rather than through
secondary porosity (the cracks and dissolution features in the
rock), (ONWI-503, 1984). This is shown graphically in Figure (1)
taken from Freeze and Cherry (1979). The DOE used a model that
assumed conditions like l.a) rather than l.b).

Whether flow is through primary or secondary features, this model
may be suitable for a first estimate of flow volume in a regional
groundwater resource proolem. However, if flow through secondary
porosity is important, this mocaei is not at all appropriate for the
local problem of defining groundwater travel times from a HLNWR.
The reason for this is that in a homogeneous granular porous media a
contaminant travels as a predictable, probabalistically defined
plume, where the average linear velocity adequately characterizes
the velocity of the contaminant. In a fractured or issolved media,
on the other nand, contaminants will travel at much higher
velocities through those secondary features even though the flux of
water (volume of water per unit time passing through a specified
cross-sectional area), in either case is the same (Freeze and
Cherry, 1979, page 409).

Contaminant transport and velocity in a fractured or dissolved media
is a very complex, ifficult to model, phenomenon with the
complexity ein a function of the insitu fracture network. In
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Figure 1 Comparison of advance of contaminant zones influenced by
hydrodynamic dispersion. (a) Homogeneous granular medium:
(b) fingering caused by layered beds and lenses; (c) spreading
caused by irregular lenses.

Figure taken from Freeze and Cherry (1979).

general, depending on the aperture and wall roughness, the velocity
of groundwater in a fracture or dissolution feature will be larger
than the bulk average velocity by several orders of magnitude
(Chapman, et al, 1984).

The DOE's own data indicates that secondary porosity is in fact
important in the ydrostratigraphic units being modeled (ONWI 491,
Table 4-2). Throughout the text of OWI 503 and 290, frequent
references are made of these secondary porosity effects. In this
situation, alternative conceptual models should have been explored,
including fracture network models. If all possible conceptual
models were to be compared, the model output presented by the DOE as
"evidence" of sufficiently long travel times would be the least
conservative. In effect, their model could have included a fracture
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that ran directly from the proposed repository site to the Colorado
River and they still would have predicted extremely long travel
times because the high velocities in the fracture would be hidden by
averaging over large blocks of extremely low permeability.

Eventually these concerns must be addressed. In the RC's Draft
Issue-Oriented Site Technical Position for Salt Repository Project?
(SRP), Paradox Basin Sites (September 184), presented by the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, these concerns are all considered in
assessing a license application. Specifically, when modeling
groundwater flow:

A range of defensible conceptual models of the groundwater flow
systems of the geologic setting should be developed that
brackets all reasonable interpretations of data. Subsequent
investigations will then be used to rank alternative conceptual
models on the basis of relative likelihoods.

Because the DOE relies on only one model, and because their own data
indicate its lack of suitability to this site, no meaningful
assessment of groundwater travel time was made.

The DOE has not proposed adequate postclosure radiologic monitoring.

Because the groundwater flow assumptions used in predicting "likely
flow paths" from the repository do not represent geohydrologic
conditions at the site (see above comments and references), any
monitoring plan based on these assumptions is necessarily flawed.
Low density fractures and dissolution features would be difficult,
if not impossible to monitor. If repository failure were to occur
in such an environment, isolating the contaminant plume would be
very difficult (Duffy and Hall, 1984).

How can a performance assessment of the site be made, or a
monitoring network be designed without some knowledge of the local
flow system? Fracture density logs of the one DCE core were never
mentioned in the EA working papers.

There is an insufficient data base for any reasonable description of
the geohydrologic system.

The description of the three hydrostratigraphic units defined in the
Environmental Assessment working papers of Davis and Lavender Canvon
rely almost entirely on data from the GD-l borehole. In a 1000
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km2 region south and west of the study site there are no data
points in any of the hydrostratigraphic units from which to validate
model results (Duffy and all, 1984).

The model is essentially driven by generic boundary condition inputs
and the output is called a "prediction" of groundwater flow.
Without field data any set of assumptions could be called
"realistic." Because there is no "ground truth" any performance
estimate inferred from this output is meaningless. It is recognized
that this kind of generic modeling cannot be expected to produce
results that are accurate for any specific site (Anderson, 1983).

Pump test data from the Lisbon Valley wells are either ignored or
discounted as "not representative" when parameterizing the
groundwater model, (ONWI-503, page 76). Yet these data are the only
regional information that could be used in defining a statistically
based confidence limit on the parameters. The Pinkerton Trail
formation may not be characterized by any reliable field data and
yet it is assumed to be an aquitard (fow inhibitor), (ONWI-503,
page 40). This assumption was made despite the fact that what data
exists, indicated it has a higher measured permeability than the
overlying Paradox.

GEOCHEMISTRY SUMMARY

The DOE has not included an assessment of existing critical
information.

EA working papers Section 3.2.7 of Chapter 3 attempts to summarize
the estimated physical and chemical conditions in the repository.
The summary fails to include or reference much available information
relevant to characterization of the repository, establishing
radionuclide transport mechanisms, determination of retardation
mechanisms and the development of an adequate transport model.

The mineralogical and physical properties of adjacent aquifers are
not mentioned. Clay mineralogical transformations that
substantially decrease sorption characteristics have been documented
yet never find their way into the draft EA working papers. Critical
chemical and physical variables that affect migration of
radionuclides are not mentioned (i.e., pH, temperature, activities
of complexing ligands), (Chapman et al., 1984, Section 2).
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Data do not support the conclusion in the EA working papers.

EA working papers section 6.3.1.2.4 of Chapter 6 is an assessment of
whether or not the qualifying, disqualifying, favorable and
potentially adverse conditions are met for the Dissolution Guideline
10 CFR 960.4-2-6.

The data do not support the conclusion that the qualifying condition
for dissolution is present. Dissolution of salt in this geologic
environment is well known. Chemical analyses of brines in the
aquifers adjacent to the Paradox formation indicate that dissolution
is occurring near the candidate site. Total dissolved solids data
(Thackston, 1981), from the region show extreme scatter which is
most likely explained by small scale flow and dissolution through
the Paradox formation. The question of how proximate active
dissolution is to the proposed repository is conjecture, but a
prudent geoscientist would conclude that dissolution is very likely
at Davis Canyon and that the Qualifying Condition is not met.

OUTSTANDING QUESTIONS & CONCERNS

The Division of Oil, Gas and Mining has continually commented on the
Department of Energy High Level Nuclear Water Repository reports and
assessments since 1981. Concern has historically been focused upon
the issue of the inadequate geohydrologic data base and the
resultant uncertainty and risk associated with decisions based upon
this lack of data. The Division has repeatedly questioned the
standards governing the comparison of sites with varying data bases
and differing analytical assumptions (Testimony of the State of Utah
to House Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, Cctober 8, 1984,
Technical Agenda, page 40).

In the past year, the Division and its contractors uncovered
fundamental flaws in the DOE's Environmental Assessment working
papers of ground water flow velocity (see above comments). Only one
conceptual model was used to describe and estimate ground water flow
direction and velocity, and GD-1 data indicate that this model av
be inappropriate for the geohydrologic conditions. The following is
a list of questions and concerns that must be answered before the
next phase of site selection. These questions are necessarily
related to the basic problems described as "major issues" in this
summary and are not mutually exclusive.
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1. Will the effect of secondary permeability on groundwater
velocity ever correctly be taken into account when modeling
travel time? What is the basis for using only one
conceptual model and not many?

2. Are small scale heterogeneities that influence groundwater
flow velocities to be incorporated into the modeling
effort? If so when? At what stage of decision making?

3. Can uncertainty or risk be described quantitatively using
standard risk analysis procedures? The scarcity of data
coupled with the large variability in existing data points
makes accurate prediction improbable. Can a meaningful
performance assessment based on these predictions be made?

4. How much data are required as a minimum data base for site
selection for characterization? The multiple barrier
system concept requires that the geologic subsystem be
independently capable of isolating high level nuclear
wastes, therefore sufficient data must be gathered to
adequately characterize an unknown system.

5. How are site selection (for characterization) decisions
made when each potential site has had a ifferent
conceptual approach applied to the available data base,
(see Geohydrologic Technical Review). Different sites also
have differing data bases, even though they may be in the
same host rock type.

6. How can postclosure radiologic monitoring guidelines be
evaluated when only one conceptual model was used to
predict ground water flow?

What provisions has DOE made for radiologic monitoring of
the host rock and surrounding units during waste
emplacement and the period of retrievability ? How will
DOE provide assurances that radionuclide transport is
following the predictions of modeling during the past
closure containment period of 10,COO years? Can errors in
predictions (leakage) be identified in the geohydrologic
environment during post closure? How? If monitoring wells
are planned, to what depth/formation will they be drilled
and where will they be located? Will the integrity of the
host rock be jeopardized through a monitoring effort? Can
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DOE avoid drilling in Canyonlands National Park if the
radius of the controlled area from the site is in the
neighborhood of 10 Km (6.2 miles)? The park boundary is
currently 3100 feet from the proposed Davis Canyon
repository. How will DOE mitigate radionuclide leakage if
detected outside the established control area during the
waste emplacement or pose closure containment period.
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I INTRODUCTION

This report will serve as an appraisal of the geologic aspects of the

Environmental Assessments (EA's) of Lavender and Davis Canyons, San Juan

County, Utah. The subject EA's were prepared by the U.S. Department of Energy

(DOE) as part of the process of evaluating the suitability of sites for the

development of repositories, per the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982.

The work has been done for the State of Utah Office of Planning and

Budget, High Level Nuclear Waste Project. The objective has been to provide

the state with a technical basis on which to judge the EA's prepared by the

DOE. It is significant to note that probably well over one hundred man-years

provided the basis for the EA's and that the few man-weeks of this study can

only be a brief review.

The project is located in the western portion of the Paradox Basin

(Figure 1).

Following a discussion of the findings of my geologic work in the course

of this study, I will review the EA's relative to my findings and past

experience. To close, my conclusions will be given.

II GEOLOGY

A. Surface Geology -

Introduction -

A moderately detailed (1 inch = 2000 feet) surface evaluation of the

Lavender and Davis Canyon proposed repository sites was considered essential

to the EA evaluation. This was especially so since the conclusions on which

the EA's were based apparently were arrived at from the basis of regional

geology, seismic studies (not available to the State of Utah), and remote

sensing studies. This present study benefitted greatly by superb color air

photos graciously loaned by the Monticello, Utah, office of the U.S. Bureau of

Land Management (BLM). Those air photos (at a scale of approximately 1.8

inches = 1 mile) provided the basis for mapping formational contacts and

structural features, via a magnifying stereoviewer and film overlays. Areas

of approximately 11 square miles and 9 square miles were mapped at Davis and

Lavender Canyons respectively. The geologic mapping data are presented as

Plate 1.

Stratigraphy -



Figure 1. Index ap of the Paradox Basin showing salt anti-

clines and limits of halite and potash in the Paradox Member

of the Hermosa Formation. Modified from Hite, 1982.

(2)



The stratigraphy of the area has been amply described in the professional

literature and will not be repeated in detail here. Very simply, strata

exposed in the areas of detailed study (Figure 2) ranged from the Cedar Mesa

Formation of the Permian Cutler Group to the Triassic Kayenta Formation. The

Cedar Mesa was exposed in the southern and/or western portions of the areas

mapped, where erosion has exposed older rocks. The Organ Rock Formation is

present over wide areas of the lower slopes of both areas, although widely

masked by a thin veneer of colluvial and wind blown material (the mapping of

which was not relevant to this evaluation). The Triassic Moenkopi Formation

forms the narrow, upper slopes bordering all of the canyons. It is somewhat

more resistant to erosion than the Cutler units beneath. Unconformably

overlying the Moenkopi is the Moss Back member of the Triasic Chinle

Formation. The Moss Back forms the prominent benches throughout the mapped

areas; examples are the flat-topped features from which the North and South

Six Shooter Peaks arise. Above the Chinle is the Triassic Wingate Formation

which forms the spectacular vertical cliffs of the narrow ridges separating

the canyons, as well as the Six Shooter Peaks themselves. The youngest unit

present, excluding the Quaternary Alluvium, is the Triassic Kayenta Frmation

which is the resistant protection for the underlying Wingate. Quaternary age

alluvium is present in the drainage bottoms. These distinctive stratigraphic

units in an arid environment provide well exposed formational contacts.

Structural Geology -

The structural simplicity of the area (1-4 dips to the east and

northeast) belies the stresses which the area must have undergone. All of the

stratigraphic section is extensively jointed, although the jointing is more

visible in the more competent units. The jointing readings shown on Plate 1

are each representative of several joint measurements taken over broad

areas. It should be emphasized that the joints on Plate 1 do not depict even

1% of the actual joints, which occur every 5-40 feet throughout the area. T?

dominant joint direction is northeasterly (N30E to N60E) with a secondary

joint set to the northwest. It is important to note that the jointing is

prominant in outcrops immediately adjacent to, and within, the proposed

surface facilities. Such jointing is well developed throughout the region,

including areas of recharge, up-dip at higher elevations which typically

receive more precipitation.

.a00
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Photographs of typical jointing were obtained in the course of the field

studv. Their locations are shown by a Photograph Location Map (Figure 3);

Figures 4 through 7 depict those joints. Figures 4-A and 5-A illustrate the

serrate edges of the more resistant cliffs in the Davis Canyon area caused by

jointing. In addition, the upper-left quadrant of Figure 4-A shows the

pervasive nature of the jointing, and that the jointing does not occur only

along the erosional edges of cliffs. Figure 4-B is a close up of jointing in

4-A. The same joint-controlled, cliff-edge erosion occurs in the Lavender

Canyon area as shown by Figure 6-A. An example of jointing further down in

the section is shown by Figure 6-B. The existence of prominent joint sets

elsewhere in the region is documented by Figure 7 which depicts joints to the

southwest of the Davis Canyon site and east of the Lavender Canyon site.

The dominant northeast direction of joints measured in the project area

is no coincidence. The primary structural grain over a large portion of the

Candidate Area is northeasterly. The Colorado lineament, is a northeast

trending fault zone through this portion of the Colorado Plateau which dates

back to the Precambrian (Warner, 1978). Many regional structures can be

related to crustal weakness resulting from the Colorado lineament, including

the remarkably linear trend of the Colorado River just west and northwest of

the study area, the left-lateral off-sets of the salt anticlines to the east

(Hite, 1975), and Lockhart Fault bounding the northwest side of the Lockhart

Basin dissolution collapse feature. The relationship of jointing to the

circulation of water and subsequent erosion, on a regional basis, is evident

in the distribution of drainages in and around the area (Figures 2-5)

including Lavender and Davis Canyons. I call special attention to the

drainages on either side of Harts Draw and Indian Creek. The concept of

canyon systems being determined by the arrangement of joints is well

established in classical geomorphology (Lobeck, 1939 - especially pages 29 and

487); Lohman (1974) also discussed the erosional effect of jointing (pp. 63

and 79).

There are no surface faults mapped within the areas I studied (Plate 1)

according to Detterman (1955), Hackman (1955) and Huntoon, and others

(1982). During the course of my field studies, I recognized no faulting. I

did, however, find two rocks, each 6-8 inches across, which suggest faulting.

The first was a nearly white, banded rock of all crystalline calcite.

(5)
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A. A. Enlarged portion of air photo

used in surface mapping. Joint.

evident throughout South Six Sh ot

platform. Note especially rect. -

linear joint pattern in upper l:t

quadrant of picture, and along 'e

cliff edge (blue arrow).

B. Close up of jointing at clif

edge just beyond point of left

arrow in photo A, above.

-

Figure 4. Davis Canyon jointing.
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A.

Figure 5. Davis Canyon jointing.

A. Prominent Moss Back jointing on skyline, on south end of South Six Shootel

platform. Jointing is also evident in Moenkopi (mid-picture); and in the Orcan

Rock in foreground, although much rounded by erosion.

B. Prominent Moenkopi jointing on narrow ridge one mile west of South Six ShcotF

Peak.
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Figure 6. Lavender Canyon Jointing.

A. Enlarged portion of air photo used in surface mapping.

Moss Back cliff gives evidence of extensive jointing.

Serrate edge of

B. Rectangular joint-bounded blocks in upper-most Organ Rock along east sidE
of proposed Lavender Canyon Site.
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A. Cedar Mesa sandstone landfo-(,s

which are controlled by jointiw 

'JVJ, occur in the upper stretches o1

Davis Canyon.

B. Wingate sandstone erosion

k | controlled by jointing in Cott.-iwc

Canyon, 2 miles due east of the

- Proposed Lavender Canyon Site.

B~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~E.

Figure 7. Nearby, regional examples of joint-controlled erosion.

(Both enlarged from air photos used in surface mapping.)

(lo)



Such a lithology is typically deposited from solution in an open space,

resulting in a vein filling. The second piece is composed largely of coarsly

crystalline calcite, with the addition of numerous angular chips of reddish

brown chalcedony. The arrangement of the chalcedony strongly suggests

recurrent movement (i.e., brecciation) during the formation of the rock. This

rock also suggests that it originated as an open-space filling. Both rocks

were found in Bogus Pocket (Plate 1), but neither was found in place.

Following my return from the field it became evident that sub-surface

structural maps of McCleary (1983) show a northeast-trending fault coincident

with North Six Shooter Peak in the Pinkerton Trail and older formations; that

fault also appears on the isopach map of the Paradox Formation. Is it

possible that the erosion of the northeast-trending Bogus Pocket is fault

controlled? Can such a fault be found by intensive field examination?

Evidence of salt dissolution was not found in Lavender or Davis

Canyons. Such evidence might include the collapse of a central area with

faulting, or inward dipping of the surrounding strata, breccia pipes or

bleaching of a broad area of generally reddish brown slopes and cliffs. By

contrast, the dip of beds and their continuity was very uniform.

There was no evidence of land slide or slump activity in this arid area.

B. Subsurface Geology -

Introduction -

The character of the subsurface geological setting was established by

traditional structural and isopach map methods based on geophysical logs of

oil and gas exploration tests. A significant contribution to the project came

from the files of the State of Utah, Oil, Gas and Mining Division. Those

files provided copies of well logs (Table 1), the locations and elevations of

the wells, drill stem test DST) data, comments on hydrocarbon shows and well

histories. To supplement that data base the files of the Utah Geological and

Mineralogical Survey provided a limited amount of additional information on

DST's and hydrocarbon shows.

It must be noted here that the following subsurface maps were prepared

from geophysical logs from only 17 oil and gas tests. By contrast, the

Department of Energy's contractors had available the logs plus substantial

additional data. Those data included seismic reflection surveys (copies of
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TABLE 1... -- WELL CONTROL

(those wells which provided geophysical logs for stratigraphic correlation)

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

Flying Diamond

Humble/Carter

G.E. Kadane & Sons

Damson Oil

Husky Oil

Union/Pure

Reynolds Mining Corp.

Belco Petroleum

Union/Pure

Pan Am. Petrol./Trident

Woodward-Clyde

Pan Am. Petroleum

Gulf Oil

Chorney Oil

Champlin Petroleum

Champlin Petroleum

Placid Oil Co.

Lockhart Gov't. #1-3

Rustler Dome #1

Rustler Dome #1

Rector Fed. #1

Husky Fed. #6-15

Horsehead Unit #1

Gibson Dome #1

Gibson Dome - State #1

Lost Canyon - USA #1

Beef Basin #5

Gibson Dome #1

Beef Basin #1

Hart Point-Fed. #1

Hart Point-Fed. #1

Dugout Ranch-Fed. #14-22

Dugout Ranch #21-2

IJSA #DU-2

2100'

2000'

330'

2060'

2439'

1980'

1670'

2310'

730'

1125'

660'

2425'

1980'

368'

660'

481'

2041'

FNL/ 509'

FSL/ 820'

FNL/ 330'

FSL/ 330'

FNL/2344'

FSL/ 660'

FNL/ 275'

FNL/2471'

FSL/ 1910'

FNL/2005'

FEL/ 660'

FSL/1800'

FNL/1980'

FWL/2203'

FSL/ 559'

FNL/1994'

FWL/1717'

FWL

FWL

FWL

FWL

FWL

FWL

FEL

FEL

FEL

FWL

FSL

FWL

FWL

FSL

FWL

FWL

FSL

Sect.3-29S-20E

4-29S-20E

15-29S-20E

5-29S-21E

15-29S-21E

18-29S-21E

35-29 1/2 S-20E

2-30S-20E

19-30S-20E

32-30S-20E

21-30S-21E

7-31S-20E

8-31S-22E

22-31S-22E

22-31S-22E

2-32S-21E

5-33S-21E

c.



which the DOE claims they cannot provide to the State of Utah -- Memo:

- Zeisloft to Kefer, 12-05-84), structural maps prepared by Petroleum

Information (experts in the area) and photogeologic interpretations. This

study was severly hampered by not having access to that seismic information

and to a lesser extent the other data. As a result Plates 2 through 5 must be

considered interim interpretations which are reasonable based on the available

data. They should be refined if and when Utah can acquire copies of DOE's

seismic data and interpretations.

Stratigraphy -

Of the formations present, the geometry of the total Paradox salt section

and of salt cycle 6 were of primary importance. Plate 2 provides an isopach

map of the total Paradox salt section. By my definition, that interval is the

total thickness from the top of the uppermost salt cycle to the bottom of the

lowest salt cycle. Since the study area is near the depositional edge of the

saline basin the first salt encountered in drill holes varies across the area

from salt cycle 2 to cycle 5 (Hite, 1960). Plate 2 clearly shows the

excessively thick salt section which resulted in Gibson Dome. Salt cycle 6

individually exhibits an area of excessive thickness (Plate 3), but to a

v lesser degree than does the total Paradox salt interval shown on Plate 2. The

linear zone of anomalously thick salt which constituted Gibson Dome is one of

the lesser Salt Anticlines. Although there is currently no well control close

to Davis or Lavender Canysons it is reasonable to predict that Salt cycle 6 at

those two proposed repository sites would be thinner (less than 200 feet

thick) than was encountered in the DOE exploratory well G-1 at Gibson Dome.

Structural Geology -

The structural configuration of the Candidate Area could be demonstrated

by making a corrected elevation contour map of any stratigraphic marker

relative to sea level. The structure of that reliably identifiable horizon

nearest to Salt cycle 6, and penetrated by the greatest number of drill holes

would have the most value. To satisfy those requirements I chose the top of

the Paradox Formation since it was penetrated in all wells used in this study

(many oil and gas tests drilled only to the top of the salt). Plate 4 shows

that the Paradox Formation structural configuration dips gently to the

northeast closely following the trend of the Monument Upwarp. Anomalies on

that surface are the Gibson and Rustler Domes. The strike of the structural
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contours at the Paradox Formation level closely parallel the depositional

strike of the Paradox Basin and the strike of outcropping younger

formations. The structural configuration on top of the Salt cycle 6 (Plate 5)

is predictably similar to that of the top of the Paradox.

C. Petroleum Exploration Data -

Information derived from drillholes of the petroleum exploration industry

reveals that 56 drill stem tests (ST's) were run in 14 of the 17 wells used

in this study (see Table 2). The majority of those DST's were positioned to

test porosity in the Leadville limestone, which typically produced moderate

quantities of salt water with minor gas shows indicative of moderately

developed porosity. Ismay and Desert Creek DST's likewise produced water, but

in much smaller quantities; a slight gas show from the Ismay was tested only

in the Chorney, Hart Point well. Drill stem tests within the Paradox salt

section generally produced small quantities of drilling mud. An exception to

that, however, was in the Reynolds Mining, Gibson Dome #1 well where a test of

the interbed between Salt cycles 13 and 14 produced 100 ft. of free oil plus

480 additional feet of hydrocarbon-bearing fluid. Subsequent production

testing of that interval, through perforated casing, produced 47.4 barrels of

oil.

Although there is no commercial production of oil or gas in, or near, the

Candidate Area, the number of DST's in the immediate area suggests that

numerous oil and gas shows were encountered during drilling. The wide

distribution of hydrocarbons in the Paradox Member has been noted by Hite and

Lohman (1973) who state:

"Oil and petroleum gases, primarily methane, are

found in the Paradox Member by almost every well drilled

in the Paradox basin."

Possibly the most significant bit of information to come out of the

petroleum exploration records is from the Placid Oil, USA #DU-2. That drill

hole reported porosity in the form of cavernous limestone in the upper

Leadville Formation. That anomalous porosity may be an example of the karst

surface discussed under regional stratigraphy, above. An alternate

interpretation of the Leadville porosity in the Placid Oil test, (located on

the north boundary of the Shay Graben) calls on the dissolution of the

carbonate material by solutions passing from the graben boundary fractures.
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TABLE 2 -- DRILL STEM TEST SUMMARY

WELL

Flying Diamond
Lockhart Gov't. 1-3

FORMATION

mid-Leadville

DST (or other)

4603 - 4665

RECOVERY

3415' salt water

Humble/Carter
Rustler Dome 1

Kadane Sons
Rustler Dome #1

Husky
Husky Fed. #1

top of Leadville
upper Leadville
mid Leadville
Elbert

upper Leadville

salt cycles 2 and 3
upper Leadville

mid Leadville

mid Leadville

Elbert and McCracken

4193 - 4340
4200 - 4300
4334 - 4344
4905 - 5076

4968 - 5013

4500 - 4687
7490 - 7675

7667 - 7765

7775 - 7868

8214 - 8420

240' water cut mud
230' water cut mud
3730' black sulfer water
200' water cut mud

1426' salt water;
2054' sulfer water

90' drilling mud
453' gas cut mud;
420' slightly mud cut water
180' drilling mud
60' slightly gas and water cut mud
372' water cut mud
2271' very slightly gas cut water
1083' water cut mud with a trace of

Union/Pure
Horsehead Unit #1

Mol as
upper Leadville

Elbert and McCracken

interbed between salt 13 & 14

interbed between salt 13 & 14

6359 - 6420
6420 - 6540

7131 - 7256

Reynolds
Gibson Dome #1

3487 - 3525

3481 - 3537

3527 - 3534
4165 - 4226
5089 - 5097
5955 - 5974

upper salt 14
mid salt 18
Pinkerton Trail
lower Leadville

30' drilling mud
60' drilling mud and
4000' black salt water
95' drilling mud

Production tested through perforation
47.4 barrels of oil
130' gas cut mud
350' highly oil cut mud,
100' free oil (gassy)
20' drilling mud
35' drilling mud
3' drilling mud
190' water

not reported

5' drilling mud

15' drilling mud
10' drilling mud
1120' salty sulfer water
20' drilling mud

-I1

Woodward, Clyde
Gioson Dome #1

Bel co
Gibson Dome - State #1

Union
Lost Canyon - USA #1

unknown 17 successful
OST's run

Cane Creek zone
(clastic interval beneath

salt 21)

interbed between salt 19 & 20
Pinkerton Trail
upper Leadville
Elbert

4903 - 4955

3742 - 3807
4103 - 4173
4428 - 4528
5070 - 5215

Pan Am/Trident
Beef Basin #5

reported "no shows"

Pan Am/Trident
Beef Basin #1

reported "no commercial shows"

Gulf
Hart Point - Fed. #1

Chprney
Hart Point - Fed #1

upper Ismay
lower Ismay
Interbed between salt 13 & 14
Pinkerton Trail
Pinkerton Trail
Pinkerton Trail and Molas
upper Leadville
mid Leadville

upper Ismay
lower Leadville
lower Leadville

upper Ismay

4409
4584
5731
7150
7147
7186
7495
7608

- 4503
- 4666
- 5762
- 7261
- 7261
- 7301
- 7568
- 7628

30' drilling mud
30' drilling mud
315' highly gas cut mud
50' drilling mud
40' drilling mud
25' drilling mud
720' highly gas & water cut drill. mu
400' muddy salt water

310' very slightly gas cut drill. mud
2250' brackish sour water
2200' salt water

180' water cut drilling mud
253' water

4270 - 4375
7458 - 7564
7480 - 7564

4342 - 4404Champl in
Dugout Ranch - Fed. 14-22

Champlin
Dugout Ranch - Fed. #21-2

Placid
USA DU-2

upper and lower Ismay 2998 - 3134 556' water

Ismay and Desert Creek 2389 - 2703 2703' sulfer water
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In either case, such cavernous porosity, up the hydraulic gradient from the

Candidate Area, must be viewed with concern as it may reflect a path and/or

mechanism for getting ground water into the Paradox evaporate section.

Limonitic alteration seen in the faulted blocks in the eastern extent of

the Shay Graben further suggests anomalous fluid flow. The limonite is
interpreted to be the result of recent oxygenated groundwater reacting with

pyrite which had been deposited earlier in the fault-generated fracture
porosity. Since much of the water tested from the Mississippian is sulferous,

the present limonite may have once been pyrite generated by Mississippian

fluids leaking via the graben system. The implication is that Mississippian

water could have access to the Paradox salts via graben faulting, up-dip of

the Lavender and Davis Canyon sites

D. Salt Tectonics -

The Paradox Member in the Paradox Basin is possibly best known as a

result of the spectacular salt anticlines to the east of the Candidate Area

(Hite and Lohman, 1973; Williams, 1964; Haynes, and others, 1972). These

northwest-trending anticlines all exhibit a complex history of salt flowage,

and in many cases diapirism and dissolution. The salt anticlines have been

extensively described in the geologic literature (for example: Cater, 1970).

The salt moved episodically from late Pennsylvanian time at least through the

Jurassic, in the more prominent anticlines. In some small areas such as at

Onion Creek in Fischer Valley (Colman, 1983) and on the Meander Anticline on

the Colorado River the salt may still be actively moving.

In the area of this study the nearest salt anticline is Gibson

Dome(Plates 2 through 5). It is only a slight swelling of the salt with no

diapirism. In the immediate. areas of Lavender and Davis Canyons there is no
evidence of salt flowage, diapirism or collapse.

III Review of Environmental Assessments -

A. Introduction -

In the following part of this report the geologic aspects of the EA's
will be discussed relative to the findings of this study and my experience in

the Paradox Basin. Since the geology at the two proposed sites is very

similar, my comments will apply to both Davis and Lavender Canyon sites.

Comments which pertain to only one site will be so stated. For the

convenience of all readers, these comments will follow the format of the
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EA's. First I will discuss the geologic aspects of the site, Chapter 3, and

secondly the adequacy of that information to meeting the siting guidelines,

Chapter 6.

B. Review of Geologic Conditions -

3.2 - GEOLOGIC CONDITIONS -

3.2.1 Regional Geology - This introductory statement is adequately covered.

3.2.2 Geomorphology - This statement is adequately covered.

3.2.2.1 Physiography - The preparation of the EA has overlooked the obvious

joint-controlled drainage which I have discussed above. This aspect should

have been considered with regard to the manner in which erosi'on along jointing

has modified the physiography of the area via a prominent northeast-trending

orientation of the drainages.

3.2.2.2 Erosion - As mentioned in 3.2.2.1 above, the presence and influence

of jointing was completely overlooked.

3.2.2.3 Paleoclimate - This section seems adequately covered.

3.2.3 Stratigraphy -

3.2.3.1 Regional Stratigraphic History of the Paradox Basin - This overview

section is adequate. I take exception to the references to isopach maps

developed by McCleary (1984). There is no way to evaluate the accuracy of

those statements under the present posture of the DOE which does not allow

them to provide to the State of Utah copies of the seismic data which

contributed to the generation of those isopach maps.

3.2.3.2 Site Specific Stratigraphy - The EA statement (paragraph 2) that

"The subsurface stratigraphv .... appears consistent and easily traceable foc

tens of kilometers surrounding the site" is at the same time true and very

naive. Indeed, the gross formations can generally be traced for great

distances. On the other hand, physical properties of those formations can

change dramatically, within short distances. Since the deposits in question

were virtually all deposited under marine conditions, one has only to envision

the diversity of depositional environments on a sea floor to appreciate that

properties such as porosity and permeability of a stratum can vary greatly in

short distances. This is even more true along the edges of depositional

basins, such as the case of Pennsylvanian deposits in the Paradox Basin.

This instance suggests that the EA's have taken a rather simplified

approach to the various lines of documentation.

3.2.3.2.1 Surficial deposits -
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through

3.2.3.2.13 Molas Formation - all brief descriptive statements are adequate.

3.2.3.2.14 Leadville limestone - The EA statement that "The top of the

formation is an erosion surface is true but inadequate. It is well known

(Armstrong and Mamet, 1976) that the erosion on the Leadville surface lasted

long enough to produce karst topography and a deep red soil. It was even

referenced in ONWI 290 (p. 4-4), but not in the EA. Karst features on the

unconformable top of the Mississippian can be seen over widespread parts of

the Rocky Mountains and represents a long lived hiatus. Further, the

solution-enlarged joints, sinkholes and caves affect as much as the upper 150

ft. of the Mississippian and locally can contribute to groundwater flow

paths. In the candidate area, present access of groundwater to that karst

zone could be through the Salt Creek - Bridger Jack - Shay graben system. In

the future, periods of higher precipitation could conceivably provide access

of fresh water to the sub-salt strata via the grabens and the Mississippian

karst zone.

3.2.3.2.15 Ouray Limestone -

through

3.2.3.2.19 Ignacio Formation - all adequately covered.

3.2.3.3 Thickness, Lateral Extent and Characteristics of the Host Rock -

This section cannot be properly evaluated until the State of Utah receives the

geophysical data requested from DOE. Projections of salt thickness are in the

proper range, based on my subsurface studies, but there remain questions due

to the scarcity of well control which can only be answered by having the same

geophysical information that DOE has had.

Further, the presence of commercial deposits of potash cannot be ruled

out with the present data base.

3.2.4 Paleontology - adequately covered.

3.2.5 Structure and Tectonics - adequate introductory statement.

3.2.5.1 Faulting - Again, I cannot concur with this section until it is

reviewed in the light of the DOE seismic studies. A flag of caution must be

raised for the Davis Canyon site in view of subsurface faulting reported by

McCleary (1983) in the Paradox and older formations. If there truely are

northwest-trending faults beneath the Davis Canyon proposed repository site,

and if the Colorado Lineament is exhibiting reactivation (Wong, 1984), then

the Davis Canyon site should not be considered for a nuclear waste repository.
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3.2.5.2 Seismicity - This part of the Colorado Plateau is cut by the

Colorado lineament, which provides an area of seismic activity in the Meanders

Anticline area along the Colorado River. The seismic activity extends from

the surface to depths of 11 miles (Wong, 1983, pg. 8). Microseismic activity

within the candidate area has not been recorded for a long enough period to

yield valid judgements.

3.2.5.3 Igneous Activity - adequately covered.

3.2.5.4 Uplift, Subsidence and Folding - adequately covered.

3.2.5.5 Diapir Development - adequately covered.

3.2.5.6 Dissolution - This aspect has not been adequately considered. The

reported (McCleary, 1983) northeast-trending sub-salt faults in the Six

Shooter Peak area could provide access of water to the lower Paradox salt

cycles which could lead to dissolution and eventual collapse of the Davis

Canyon site. A second means of providing access of water to the base of the

salt section is via the karst zone at the top of the Leadville Formation,

discussed above. Whether such dissolution could happen within the lift-time

of the repository is highly speculative.

3.2.6 Rock Characteristics -

3.2.6.1 Geomechanical Properties - Rock mechanics is not part of my

background, therefore, I will not comment on this section.

3.2.6.2 Thermal Properties - It is stated (pg. 3-89, para. 2) "that when a

heat source is placed in a salt deposit, water trapped in salt has a tendency

to move up the thermal gradient." This phenomenon has been documented at

Project Salt Vault. Brine would migrate to the emplacement holes,

(accumulation would be 2-11 quarts [Lavender 6-116, 5th draft] after 20 to 30

years) and contribute to the corrosion of the waste cannisters. This is a

matter to be addressed by engineering of the cannisters.

3.2.6.3 Natural Radiation - -adequately stated.

3.2.7 Geochemistry -

3.2.7.1 Host Rock Chemical Properties - adequately stated.

3.2.7.2 Hydrochemistry - This section seems reasonable treated. I question,

however, why no water samples were collected from the Paradox salt section in

drillhole GD-1.

3.2.8 Mineral Resources - The indroductory statement is adequate.

3.2.8.1 Hydrocarbon Resources - The EA glosses-over the oil tested from the

Reynolds Mining Company, Gibson Dome #1 well. Indeed it tested 47 barrels of
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oil, but the EA neglects to say that the oil came from the salt section --

namely from the interbed between salt cycles 13 and 14.

Since there are only a small number of oil and gas tests closely

surrounding the candidate site, I see no good reason to randomly sample a

small number of drill stem tests (7 in the Paradox and 12 in the Leadville

Formations) rather than evaluate them all (Lavender 3-101, para. 3). If there

are many more drill stem tests of drill holes in close proximity to the site,

then this is an inadequate assessment of potential hydrocarbon reserves.

3.2.8.2 Other resources -

3.2.8.2.1 Uranium/Vanadium - adequately covered. Additionaly, during the

course of my field evaluations no favorable host lithologies, structure or

mineralization were noted in the Moss Back (the primary uranium/vanadium host

in the area).

3.2.8.2.2 Potash - Paradox cycle 18 as described in the ibson Dome area,

includes sylvite deposits which "are. of sufficient thickness and grade to

constitute minable deposits" (Hite, 1982), but "it is likely that they do not

underlie Davis and Lavender Canyons". Those conclusions were based on rather

wide-spaced drill hole data. Until site-specific drill holes are completed,

the presence of economic deposits of Potash beneath Lavender and/or Davis

Canyons cannot be ruled-out.

The economics of, and need for, potash over the life of the repository

cannot be predicted. If those deposits are explored or exploited in the

future, access of ground water to the repository is likely (Lavender 6-159,

5th draft, last para.).

3.2.8.2.3 Miscellaneous Minerals - adequately stated.

3.2.9 Soils - No comment; this is not my area of expertise.

C. Review of Guideline Assessment -

The following section will address the degree to which the information

presented in chapter 3 meets the Siting Guidelines. For the convenience of

the reader, the EA format will be followed.

6.3.1.1 Geohydrology - The basic premise here is that if there is a post-

closure release of radionuclides from a repository it will be transported to

the accessible environment by ground water. Thus the evaluation of the site

is based on its geologic integrity relative to the transmission of
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groundwater, as specified in guidelines 10 CFR 960.4-2-1.

The discussion of Relevant Data is, for the most part, logical and

complete. In attempting to establish the permeability and effective porosity

of the host rock and its surroundings, data is presented which states that the

permeability and porosity of buried halite is zero. That is acceptable, but

there is no separation made between the salt bed and its bounding interbeds.

If the nuclear waste is to be buried in Salt 6, we need to know more of

the permeability of the bounding clastic interbeds. It is through those

interbeds that ground water could have access to Salt 6 especially if the more

competent units (such as the interbeds) are jointed as they-are on the

surface.

The discussion of drill stem tests is inadequate as I have stated before.

I concur with the EA findings on climatic changes (pg. 6-96, Lavender),

that a favorable condition is found.

In summary, the concerns I expressed in discussing the EA chapters 3

above are all applicable to the question of whether the geohydrologic

conditions at Lavender and Davis Canyons meet the siting guidelines.

Basically, I am concerned that DOE and its subcontractors have not considered

some of the potential means of providing ground water circulation.

6.3.1.2 Geochemistry - I concur with the findings of this section.

6.3.1.3 Rock Characteristics - Thermal uplift as a means of enlarging

fractures in strata overlying the repository as well as the increased

potential for ground water movement are stated facts (p. 6-117). The DOE does

not take this matter the next step, relating the enlarged fractures and

increased ground water movement to the pervasive jointing in the proposed

sites. If the ability of each joint to better transmit water as a result of

thermal uplift is accepted, then I cannot accept this portion of the EA's

which claims that the thermomechanical alteration of the rock mechanics will

not significantly reduce the isolation characteristics of the host rock.

6.3.1.4 Climatic Changes - I concur with the findings of this section.

6.3.1.5 Erosion - The EA statement of this section is acceptable.

6.3.1.6 Dissolution - This section cannot be properly evaluated for accuracy

and adequacy until the DOE makes available to the State of Utah the seismic

data and interpretations on which this section is so heavily based.
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6.3.1.7 Tectonics - I concur with the findings of this section.

6.3.1.8 Human Interference and Natural Resources - I concur with the

findings of this section.

In summary this discussion of Chapter 6 of the EA's highlights aspects

needing additional information and or analysis.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In closing I would say that the majority of work presented by DOE in the

EA's is accurate and complete. The exceptions have been well detailed earlier

in this report. The inadequacies which are evident in Chapter 3 of the EA's

could be resolved by the DOE:

1. making the seismic and related data available to the State of

Utah.

2. performing geologic field mapping to become aware of the extensive

jointing.

3. gathering and evaluating all data pertinent to the known karst

surface on the top of the Leadville Formation, including the examination of

cuttings and cores from oil and gas tests in the Candidate Area (many of which

are available for sutdy at the Utah Geological and Mineralogical Survey).

4. considering the possible effects of the joints and karst features

on hydrology as opposed to the strictly Darcian hydrologic evaluations to

date.

5. researching and using all of the drill stem test data and not just

a random sampling thereof.
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1. Review and Analysis of High Level Nuclear Waste Issues
for Gibson Dome in Southern Utah: Hydrology.

by

S.D. Willett and D.S. Chapman

1.1.0 Introduction

The Department of Energy (DOE) is nearing completion of the present phase of its

search for a high level nuclear waste repository. With the upcoming release of Statutory

Environmental Assessments (SEA) for each of the potential sites, the preliminary site

suitability assessments and the research which serves as their support will be presented.

As these assessments serve as the basis for the decision as to which sites will continue to

the next phase of study (site characterization), it is appropriate to review and critique

the research involved in the preliminary studies.

This report presents a critique of the geohydrologic studies conducted or compiled

by the DOE for assessment of the Davis Canyon and Lavender Canyon sites of southern

Utah. The basis for our critique is principally the draft (Fifth Draft) version of the

Environmental Assessments, but the critique is not a formal review of the EAs. It is

more a critique of the scientific approach and basic assumptions followed by DOE in the

studies leading up to the conclusions given in the EA. The critique is factual in basis and

is applied to details of DOE studies as well as generalities.

The indeterminant nature-of geohydrologic systems makes groundwater problems

inherently model dependent. The DOE studies of the Paradox Basin are no exception;

essentually all conclusions are dependent on the conceptual models. This report

therefore concentrates primarily on the underlying assumptions and factual support for

these models. The principle source of information on DOE modeling is given in the First

and Second Status Report on Regional Groundwater Flow Modeling for the Paradox Basin,

Utah prepared by Interra consultants for the Office of Nuclear Waste Isolation of

Battelle Memorial Institue (Interra, 1984a, 1984b).



1.1.1 Introduction to Groundwater Modeling

Groundwater flow systems are among the most difficult geologic systems to

understand in great detail. Unlike many other physical systems the quantities of interest

(actual groundwater velocities and fluxes) are normally impossible to measure directly

and measurable properties have such large spatial variation as to be very difficult to

characterize exactly. Thus we are left to rely heavily on conceptual simplifications and

models. The dangers inherent in this model reliance are well expressed by Bear (1979):

"There is no need to elaborate on the fact that most real systems, and certainly
the aquifer system considered here, are indeed complicated beyond our capability
to describe them and to treat them exactly as they really are. The very passage
from the microscopic level of treating flow through porous media to the
macroscopic level of treating it as a continuum involves already a certain
simplification of the real world. The porous medium continuum is
inhomogeneous, anisotropic, etc., and further simplifications are necessary.
These take the form of a set of assumptions which should not be forgotten
whenever the model is being employed in the course of investigations."

Bear (1979) further gives some simple rules for judging the appropriateness of a model:

"The choice of the most appropriate conceptual model for a given aquifer
system ... is dictated not only by the features of the aquifer itself (e.g., its
geological properties), but also by the following criteria:
a) it should be sufficiently simple so as to be amenable to mathematical

treatment.
b) it should not be too simple so as to exclude those features which are of

interest to the investigation on hand.
c) information should be available for calibrating the model."

It is in the context of these criteria that we critically examine the groundwater flow

models constructed by DOE contractors (Interra 1984a, 1984b) for the flow system at the

Davis Canyon site. Criterion (b) is addressed in Section 1.2.2 of this report dealing with



conceptual models. Criterion (c) is included in Section 1.3.3 on the appropriatenes or

suitability of the data base used by DOE modelers.

1.2 Conceptutal aspects of modeling

1.2.1 Model Construction

In constructing a conceptual model of a groundwater system, one must consider a

number of questions, including:

1) What is the nature of the fluid flow? What is the physics governing the fluid

flow? Is it through the pourous matrix of the rock or through secondary features

such as fractures? Is the flow driven by density gradients or elevation

gradients? Is it effectively isothermal?
I

2) What is the nature of the geologic media? This question is inherently linked to

question (1) above, but goes beyond. Is the medium heterogeneous and/or

anisotropic? If so, what determines the nature or scale of heterogeneity? Do

laminations, bedding, facies changes, secondary diagenesis or deformation

features have significant effect on flow properties?

3) What are the hydrologic boundary conditions imposed on the system? What are

recharge-discharge rates to the system and how can they be treated?

4) How is this problem going to be solved? What is the mathematical expression for

the processes in (1)? How will the geologic features in (2) be incorporated?

What are the properties the model should predict and what is the desired

resolution of these predicitons?



Each of these questions must be answered in any modeling effort. Each question is

answered either explicitly or implicitly in every model simulation of a hydrologic

system. The last question, namely how well does the model simulate the actual system

and produce the desired output data, particularly should be judged against Bear's

criterion (b) (Sec. 1.1).

1.2.2 DOE Modeling Effort

The goundwater flow model used by DOE contractors (Interra 1984a, 1984b) is

constructed in two phases. First, a regional Darcy flux model is constructed. This model

assumes Darcian flow of a constant density, constant viscosity fluid through anisotopic

porous media. Geologic units are generally assumed homogeneous on a formation scale

and secondary permeability features are averaged into the bulk permeability of each

model unit. Predictable output data of the model are: average hydraulic head and

average Darcy flux on the scale of the model discretization, which is specified as

approximately five kilometers laterally and corresponds to formation thickness

vertically. The second phase of the DOE modeling is considerably simpler, and is used to

predict groundwater velocity. This calculation (model) uses the average Darcy flux,

(output from the first phase model), as an input parameter and predicts the actual

groundwater velocity as output data. Assumptions in this phase of the modeling

include: (1) all fluid flow is through the primary (matrix) interstitial pores, and (2) the

medium is homogeneous over the domain of the model (a single unit of the first phase

model above).

1.2.3 Critique of modeling effort: (a) regional model, b) velocity model

In this section we examine DOE's conceptualization of the geohydrologic system



and judge its appropriateness. In particular, we consider evidence supporting or

contradicting assumptions used in the modeling and assess the value of model predictive

capabilities against the criteria given by Bear (Section 1.0). Data are considered here

only for their importance in determining the appropriateness of assumptions used in the

conceptualization; appropriateness or inadequacies of the data are themselves addressed

later.

1.2.3 (a) Regional Model

At this point it is appropriate to ask what features of the actual system we are

most interested in. The principle quantity required by the DOE siting guidelines is

groundwater traveltimes or velocities for containment transport.

However, because the regional model is highly dependent on a number of basic

assumptions, many of which are required because of the limited data base, the

limitations of the model may preclude a meaningful estimate of these desired critical

parameters. The greatest limitation of this model arises from its parameterization and

predictive capabilities.

Because of its regional scale and coarse discretization, the model resolution is

extremely limited. For example, variations in potentiometric surfaces with half wave-

length less than five kilometers cannot be predicted and are not used during model

calibration. The use of a coarse regional model thus has the effect of smoothing

exisiting data. Smoothing of a potentionmetric surface results in averaging of hydraulic

gradients and Darcy fluxes. The same argument holds for physical properties of the

media, e.g. hydraulic conductivity. The discretization thus limits the predictive

capabilities of the model.

Output from the regional model are hydraulic heads and Darcy fluxes. These

modeled fluxes are average fluxes, the averaging caused both by averaging of hydraulic



conductivities within each model element and by smoothing of the potentiometric

surfaces. The predictive capabilities of this model are limited to these average values of

flux. This is independent of data constraints, that is, given infinite data the model can

still predict only average flux values.

The regional model therefore is insufficient in meeting Bear's criterion (b) (Section

1.1.1): it is incapable of predicting those features which are of interest to the

investigation at hand. To circumvent this problem and obtain groundwater velocities,

DOE modelers undertook a second phase of modeling (Section 1.2.2), but it must be

emphasized that this represents a second independent model with its own assumptions

and errors.

In order to obtain error estimates and to investigate the influence of potential

disturbances to the groundwater flow system, the DOE modelers have perturbed a

number of model parameters and analyzed the resulting output. A sensitivity analysis

was also made using an adjoint method. However, the error estimates and sensitivities

obtained by these methods are of limited value since they represent error ranges of the

model output parameters and not of the actual system. Since the model predicts average

Darcy fluxes, parameter perturbation gives the probable range of values for the average

Darcy flux, not the range of actual groundwater velocities. Variation in actual

groundwater velocity is determined by both variation in actual Darcy flux and the input

parameters of the velocity calculation model. Evaluating possible variation in the

average Darcy flux, as done by DOE modelers, may give some indication of the variation

in actual Darcy flux, but without consideration of the averaging involved in the regional

model and the implication of the second phase modeling (calculation of actual velocities),

these perturbation techniques cannot be used directly to evaluate expected variations in

the actual groundwater velocity.



1.2.3 Groundwater velocitv model

The second phase of modeling done by DOE contractors (Interra 1984a, 1984b)

consists of calculating actual groundwater velocities from the average flux across the

model domain. The basic assumptions used by DOE in this conceptualization are: (1) the

medium is completely homogeneous, and (2) flow is through the matrix porosity. The

combination of these two assumptions allows the calculation of an average linear

velocity as simply the average flux divided by the effective porosity (Freeze and Cherry,

1979). This is also the definition of groundwater velocity given in DOE's siting

guidelines. But when is this velocity calculation valid? Technically, it is never valid, as

it represents an average of a statistically large number" of interstitial velocities. It is

the actual interstitial velocities which generally dominate radionuclide transport

velocities and so are of interest here. However, for practical purposes, the average

linear velocity approaches actual velocities on a small scale and has a lower validity

bound at the scale at which Darcy's Law is valid. This is shown graphically in Figure (1)
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elemental volume (REV) which represents the minimum volume for which the concept of

linear average velocity is valid (Bear 1972).

In a perfectly homogeneous media, the linear average velocity remains an

appropriate representation of the actual velocity field at any scale of analysis larger

than the REV. However, in a medium with heterogeneous permeability, as the scale of

analysis (model) increases and incorporates heterogeneites, additional averaging of the

spatially varying velocity field must be done to obtain the appropriate average linear

velocity. An average linear velocity can always be obtained at any scale irregardless of

the degree of heterogeneity, provided the heterogeneities are properly averaged.

However, the actual velocities within the modeled volume may vary signficantly (up to

orders of magnitude) from this calculated average. The variance of the actual velocities

about the average linear (or mean) velocity increases with the scale of the model. This is

shown conceptually in Figure () (from Gillham and Cherry 1982) where the dispersivity
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refers to the characteristic elemental volume of the model. The conceptual scales refer

to variation in velocity due to permeability heterogeneities resulting from typical

geologic features in a sedimentary formation. The Macro scale refers to variations of

interstitial velocities over a volume of order 1 cm3 ; the Mega scale represents variations

on the scale of 1 to 10 cms, such as interbed laminations; the Mega scale refers to

heterogeneities on the scale of 1 to 10 meters, such as bedding variations. It can be seen

that using a representative model volume of 10 meters can result in an increasing

velocity variance of four orders of magnitude. The representative model volume used by

DOE modelers is on the order of a kilometer laterally (3 to 5 kilometers) and hundreds of

meters vertically. This volume is large enough to include not only permeability

heterogeneities resulting from lamination and bedding, but also larger scale lithologic

variations such as facies changes. We should expect the resulting velocity field to have a

correspondingly large variance. Thus in a region with large scale heterogeneities the

average linear velocity is a poor estimate of the variable of interest: the actual

groundwater velocity.

The above discussion is only semi-quantitative, and although the terms "mean" and

"variance" are used, they do not necessarily imply a normal distribution of velocities.

Although models do exist where velocity distributions are normal, this is not generally

the case for larger scale geologic settings as demonstrated by Smith and Schwartz (1980,

1981) using a stochastic model. An important result of this work is that travel times

may be skewed or multimodal resulting in significant mass transport at velocities

significantly greater than the mean.

Examination of existing permeability data confirms that the Paradox Basin is, in

fact, heterogeneous and flow behavior is, as described above, highly variable. ONWI 503

(Interra 1984a) gives distributions of permeability for the Honaker Trail, Paradox and

Leadville formations. Each of these has four to five orders of magnitude variation in

permeability and shows the common characteristic of heterogeneous formations: a log



normal permeability distribution. Vertical variations in permeability are available only

from the GD-1 borehole. Here again, permeability varies by four to five orders of

magnitude (Thackston et al., 1984). This is acknowledged in the reports dealing with

hydrologic properties (Thackston et al., 1984) but is not incorporated in the modeling.

The second assumption in the velocity calculation phase of the modeling is that

flow occurs through the matrix porosity of each geologic unit. This allows the use of the

effective porosity measurements made in the laboratory on GD-1 core samples. This

assumption holds only so long as secondary permeability features have the same effective

porosity as the rock matrix. The common exception to this assumption is the case of

secondary permeability resulting from fracturing. A fracture network may have a porous

media equivalent, i.e. obeys Darcy's Law, but the groundwater velocities are generally

several orders of magnitude larger than for the same flux through a porous medium.

Fractures do occur in the GD-1 core in several formations. Principle among these

is the Leadville Limestone. Comparison of the lab and field permeability tests indicate

that the field tests yield permeabilities one to two orders of magnitude larger than the

lab samples (Figure 3). The lab samples provide a measure of the matrix permeability,

whereas the field drill stem tests give the permeability of the bulk rock including

secondary features. The consistantly higher permeabilities obtained by the drill stem

tests in the Leadville Limestone indicate that secondary permeability controls the

groundwater flux through this unit. This was also noted by the contractors conducting

the permeabilty tests for DOE (Thackston et al., 1984). The nature of the secondary

permeability has not been studied, but examination of the GD-1 core log (Woodward

Cylde Consultants, 1982) suggest that the Leadville is generally homogeneous and

contains a number of widely spaced open fractures. The secondary permeability is likely

the result of these fractures. If this is the case, using the matrix effective porosity to

calculate groundwater velocities, as done by the DOE modelers, is clearly erroneous.

Some fracture flow model is neccesary to calculate correct velocities from the assumed
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or modeled flux. For example, if we assume flow occurs through a set of horizontal

planar fractures we can use a model given by Snow (1968) in which the permeability is a

function of fracture density (N) and aperture (b):

Nb3K 12

By estimating N from the GD-1 core. log, b can be calculated from the in situ

permeability test. This allows the calculation of actual velocities from the flux with

effective porosity given as n = Nb.

As an example to illustrate the importance of this conceptual difference we can

compare velocities calculated with the porous matrix model used by DOE modelers (p)

and velocities calculated by the fracture model just described (Vf). Assuming a fracture

density of N=lm (a more conservative estimate might be 0.1m lj the ratio of

velocities is Vf/Vp=1700. As this velocity is used to estimate groundwater travel times

through the Leadville Limestone to the Colorado River, this estimate would have to be

revised if the fracture model were used. Instead of travel times ranging from 12,000 to

110,000 years computed with a porous matrix model, the fracture model predicts a range

of 7 to 65 years. Note that, despite the large difference in velocities and travel-times,

the average groundwater flux remains the same and so use of the fracture model would

have no effect on the regional model. These calculated travel times for both models

assume complete homogeneity of the formation between GD-1, the proposed repository,

and the Colorado River, a questionable assumption made by the DOE modelers. It is our

opinion that none of these estimates represent true travel times, but this example

illustrates the importance of secondary fractures and the ambiguity of the data.

The evidence and importance of the fractures in the Leadville Limestone implies

the need to investigate other possible zones in which secondary permeability is

important. This is difficult since DOE contractors have not explicitly compiled data

regarding secondary features such as fractures. A fracture log was run in the GD-1

borehole but the results were never utilized in the hydrologic analysis. Fractures were



observed in the Honaker Trail and upper Paradox formation, but the hydrologic data are

ambiguous as to their importance. This is in part due to drill stem tests in the Paradox

being conducted over several interbeds simultaneously, a method which conceals the

importance of secondary permeability effects in any individual bed.

The permeability data in the lower Paradox formation does show a large

discrepency (two to three orders of magnitude) between core samples and borehole tests

which may be indicative of secondary permeability. But these results are complicated by

the effects of salt squeeze in the borehole tests.

The Pinkerton Trail and Molas formations also have potential for secondary

permeability. No borehole permeability tests were obtained in these units at GD-1

because of unstable borehole conditions. These unstable conditions may have been

related to fracturing. Matrix permeabilities were very low ( 104 md) at GD-1.

However, the Elk Ridge Number 1 borehole lost circulation while drilling the Pinkerton

Trail and had to be abandoned (Thackton et al., 1984), implying very high local

permeability, probably the result of fracturing. Two values of Molas permeability

(location unspecified), probably from drill stem tests, gave values more than four orders

of magnitude larger (Interra 1984a). Hanshaw and Hill (1969) suggested that the

Pinkerton Trail had significant permeability. If this suggested permeability were

secondary, it would not have been detected at GD-1.

1.2.4 Summarv of Critiaue of Conceptual Model

DOE modelers have adopted a hierarchical approach to modeling of the

groundwater flow system of the Paradox Basin. At this initial stage of research they

present a large regional scale model. As our understanding of the system increases and

more data are obtained, this model can be refined. This is a sound scientific approach.

However, it has a drawback in that initial models may not yield any useful information



directly. While useful for setting up refined models, the results of initial regional models

do not give estimates of the final results, e.g. local groundwater flow paths and travel

times.

The regional groundwater flux model presented by DOE contractors is, at best,

capable of predicting regional groundwater fluxes. It should in no way be interpreted as

offering estimates of groundwater velocities. Any uncertainties associated with the

model, or system perturbations analyzed with the model result in corresponding

uncertainties or effects on the regional groundwater flux. Any estimate of confidence

are also with respect to calculated regional flux, not groundwater velocity.

Groundwater velocities are modeled as flow through the matrix porosity of a

homogeneous porous medium. Given the observation that heterogeneity increases with

model scale and the extremely large scale of the DOE model, we should not expect the

homogeneity assumption to hold. This is supported by observed variance in permeability

measurements. The model also neglects the nature of secondary permeability features

such as fractures, which provide high velocity flow paths without increasing regional

fluxes. These shortcomings introduce uncertainties in the velocity calculations which are

so large as to overwhelm any uncertainties in the regional flux model and undermine any

confidence in the calculated groundwater velocities and travel times.

1.3 Data Adequacy

A formidable obstacle to any modeling of the groundwater flow system of the

Paradox Basin is the inadequacy of the available data. As Bear (1979) stated (sec. 1.1),

sufficient data should be available for calibrating a model. As discussed in section 1.2,

DOE contractors have proposed two models: a regional.groundwater flux model

incorporating existing regional data and a second model (perhaps better called a

hypothesis) to directly calculate velocities. Their second model/hypothesis is based only



on assumptions, not data. The data used in the regional model and in support of the

velocity calculation hypothesis are discussed in the following two sections respectively.

1.3.1 Data Available for Regional Model

Examination of the available hydrologic data for the Paradox Basin indicates why

modeling to date has been restricted to large scale regional models. Data consist mainly

of drill stem tests conducted in petroleum exploration wells irregularly scattered

throughout the geologic setting. The data coverage is so coarse as to preclude modeling

on a smaller scale, without making an excessive number of unjustifiable assumptions and

interpolations.

Potentiometric surfaces

Potentiometric surfaces are interpolated from available data from exploration

wells in the region. This interpolation is done regionally and so results in a regionally

smoothed surface. This removes any possibility of interpreting or detecting features of

the flow system other than large regional trends. Since these potentiometric surfaces

are used for calibrating the flow models, these models will not predict any small scale

features which may exist. These surfaces are not definitive even on a regional scale.

Large regions are totally without data, the most significant being south and west of the

GD-1 borehole, including both Davis and Lavender Canyon sites. A statistical analysis of

the existing data, such as kriging or conditional simulation, might yield a less generalized

potentiometric surface and would give some idea of the uncertainty in the interpolated

surface, particularly in areas with poor data coverage such as at the proposed sites.



Permeabilitv

Permeability data are also obtained largely from drill stem tests in exploration

wells. Sufficient data are available in most units to conclude that most formations have

heterogeneous permeability structure. For example, 60 permeability measurements in

the Leadville Limestone give a range of values over 5 orders of magnitude and show a

normal distribution.

The emphasis on analysis of the permeability data, however, has minimized the

evidence for heterogenity by concentrating on obtaining regional average values. No

spatial distribution analysis was presented or incorporated. For example, although

spatial distribution of permeability of at least the Permian units is available in the

published literature (Jobin, 1962), a single average permeability was used in models to

characterize the entire unit. Formations with large variation in permeability such as the

Elephant Canyon formation, the Paradox formation and the Leadville Limestone are

assigned a single value, assumed characteristic of the average value. Their assumed

average values are often less than the mean of the available data. Throughput ONWI-503

(Interra, 1984a), one encounters references to "characteristic regional values" or the

exclusion of data as being "non-representative of the average value and the neglect of

heterogeneities as having a negligable effect on regional average permeabilities.

The same approach is taken in obtaining permeability measurements at GD-1. In

spite of acknowledging intra-formation heterogeneous conditions, no attempt is made to

characterize the heterogeneity (Thackston et al., 1984). Instead, the investigators

attempt to obtain average permeabilities oer some interval. The average values

obtained may be appropriate for regional modeling, but are inappropriate for more

localized modeling. In addition, much useful information is lost. For example, drill stem

tests and long term shut in tests conducted directly below salt cycle 6 were applied over

a 200 foot interval that included all of salt cycles 7 and 8, and 3 interbeds. These tests

gave only the average permeability of the 3 interbeds, making it impossible to



differentiate flow velocites within the individual beds. The loss of information with

respect to permeability variance precludes the option of using a probabilistic model for

groundwater velocity or transport predictions.

1.3.2 Average Regional Model

While some of these averaging practices may significantly affect the regional

model results, they certainly impose strong limitations on the interpolation of the model

results to more localized flow. In particular, spatial variations of permeability could

change even regional flux direction and magnitude. On a local scale, spatial variation

could drastically change fluxes, even several orders of magnitude. We conclude that the

combination of permeability averaging for model input parameters and smoothed

potentiometric surface data fo'r model calibration results in an averaged model output.

This may not be inappropriate, if the desired result is a model of the average regional

flux. But extreme caution must be used, if these results are to be interpolated to a local

scale.

1.3.3 Data for Velocity Calculation Model

As discussed in section 1.2 of this report it is absolutely not appropriate to

calculate groundwater velocities directly from regional fluxes, unless the medium is

completely homogeneous, a condition which is refuted by all available data. It might

have been possible to estimate actual groundwater velocities from the regional fluxes by

one of two methods: (1)If site specific data had been obtained (3 to 5 boreholes within 5

km of the site would be sufficient for a crude estimate) including detailed permeability

tests, fracture assessments and, preferably, tracer tests between wells, small scale flow

modeling would be possible. Furthermore, if the regional model were properly calibrated



to site conditions, it could be used to determine boundary conditions for detaileddeterministic flux and velocity modeling. (2) If permeability studies at GD-1 andthroughout the study region had been conducted in sufficient detail to estimatepermeability distribution and spatial correlation, a stochastic model could be used tostatistically estimate velocity ranges and associated uncertainty. However, this wouldlikely require site-specific data to estimate effects of secondary permeability.In view of the above considerations we conclude that there are no data appropriatefor site specific groundwater velocity calculations.

1.3.4 Summarv of Data Analysis and Aporopriateness
The acquisition, analysis and interpretation of hydrologic data needed forgroundwater flow modeling is Characterized by an approach which is misguided. Theapproach taken by DOE contractors in obtaining and analyzing important hydrologicparameters, such as hydraulic head and permeabilities, has consisted of an attempt toobtain regional average values. While these average values may be useful in determiningregional fluxes, they have little or no importance in determining local flow velocities.The acquisition and use of these average values results in the loss of pertinentinformation and obscures the actual problems of determining local flow velocities.The adequacy of the data base in the Paradox Basin has not been addressed in detailin this report. The adequacy of a data base is dependent on its intended use. If theobject of the study is to obtain estimates of the average regional flux, the data base maybe sufficient. If the object of the study is to obtain estimates of groundwater traveltimes from the proposed repository to a point not more than ten kilometers distant, thedatabase is extremely inadequate. e might recall once again, Bear's (1979) criteria foran appropriate model (section 1.1): "data should be available for calibrating the model."When the only data available are regional average values, a model can at best predict



regional averages. Since no data exist for actual groundwater velocities or the features

which determine them, model predicted velocities and travel times remain pure

speculation.

Meaningful deterministic models of groundwater velocity in the immediate vicinity

of a proposed site could only be obtained with the use of site specific data. Detailed

knowledge of local scale permeabilities, fracture systems, and hydraulic heads are

necessary for parameter input, and model calibration for even crude estimates of local

scale flow.

Alternatively, a probabilistic model could be used, if parameter frequency

distributions and spatial correlation were determined. However, this would also likely

require site specific data for model verification. Assessment of secondary permeability

could further require additional data in the vicinity of the site for statistical validation.

1.4 Assessment Against the Guidelines

The DOE's "General Guidelines for Recommendation of Sites for Nuclear Waste

Repositories" provides a framework in which to assess the suitability of a proposed site

for characterization and development as a repository. At the present decision point (site

nomination as suitable for characterization), an assessment is required of all postclosure

guidelines, including geohydrology, as to the suitability of the site for site

characterization. This assessment must include a preliminary estimate as to the

likelyhood that a qualifying or disqualifying condition will be found. These assessments

and the evidence in their support are given in the Environmental Assessment and its

supporting documents. The following section discusses and critiques the assessment

against the geohydrology guideline (guideline 10 CFR 950.4-2-1) made by the DOE.

Although reference is made to the Davis Canyon EA, the same comments generally hold

for Lavender Canyon since the assessments are based on the same data and models.



1.4.1 Geohvdroloav Guidelines

The basic conclusions reached by the DOE in the Davis Canyon EA is that the

qualifying condition is likely to be met. This conclusion is based on the calculated travel

times based on the modeling done by Interra and WCC. Section 2 and 3 of this report

have shown the fallacy in calculating travel times from a regional model utilizing a

regional data base. For the reasons discussed in the previous section the travel times

presented in the EA must be regarded as purely speculative. At best, these travel times

represent regional averages. Sound scientific reasoning, based on an understanding of the

features and processes which determine groundwater travel times, would indicate that

the use of average values is not a conservative approach. It is our opinion that the

guidelines support this position'by incorporating "groundwater travel time along any

path" as a favorable or adverse condition, rather than average groundwater travel time.

It could be argued that travel time alone does not determine the importance of a

potential flow path; the magnitude of the flux must also be considered. Therefore, it is

appropriate to use average parameter values to obtain sufficient flux for significant

radionuclide transport to occur. This is not neccessarily correct. Fluid flow takes the

path of least resistance. It flows preferentially toward and through high permeability

zones or fractures, giving larger fluxes at these higher velocities.

It could also be argued that the qualifying condition will be met, based on the long

travel time within salt cycle 6 (minimum of 4,000 years, E.A. section 6.3.1.1.2).

However, given the difficulty in calculating flow velocities in salt, and the unknown

potential for dissolution, tectonic or human intrusion, it is important that the entire

hydrologic system be well understood and alternative potential flow paths considered.

It is our conclusion that without more specific, localized groundwater velocity

modeling of the site, the qualifying condition cannot be assessed.



Favorable and Potentially Adverse Conditions

Favorable Condition (1): The conclusion that travel times to the accessable

environment are more than 10,000 years is based on the lack of dissolution features and

the results of regional flow modeling. The inadequacy of the flow models is the main

point of this report. Dissolution is often a local phenomenon and without data from the

site, the hypothesis is without a factual basis.

Favorable Condition (2): The favorable conclusion found is largely based on the

lack of adverse data, rather than the existence of supportive data or modeling. The

worst case assumption used to assess the effect of a rise in water table level is applied to

the regional model and so gives an assessment of the effect on average hydraulic

gradient rather than local gradients.

Favorable Condition (3): The complexity of the geohydrologic system is being

underestimated. It has not been demonstrated that meaningful models can be

successfully applied. The "success" of regional models is only in fitting a small amount

of potentiometric surface data with a model which is by no means unique. Modeling done

thus far is straightforward due to the excessive simplifying assumptions used. It is a far

more difficult task to construct a model which reflects reality in sufficient detail to

accurately predict groundwater travel times. These difficulties have not been addressed

and this is one of the major ommisions of the EA.

Favorable Condition (4): This condition is likely to be found. It should be noted,

however, that if the Leadville Limestone is a fractured aquifer and thus provides a high

velocity travel path to the accessible environment as some data suggest, the downward

gradient is actually an adverse condition as it directs transport toward this high velocity

travel path.



Potentially Adverse Conditions: We find no major disagreements with the

assessments found by DOE.

Disqualifying Condition: As discussed, travel times to the accessible environment

have not been adequately assessed. However, it seems likely that salt cycle 6 will

contain the waste for at least 1,000 years, provided the disturbed zone remains small and

the repository is located in the middle of the unit.

1.5 Summarv and Conclusions

1. The regional model given by DOE as the principle support for their geohydrologic

system assessment is capable of predicting only average regional fluxes. It cannot

be used for direct calculation of groundwater velocity or travel time.

2. Groundwater velocities and travel times are calculated from the regional fluxes

- by assuming flow through the primary porosity of a homogeneous medium. These

assumptions are refuted by all available data. Theoretical considerations simply

suggest that use of these assumptions could result in overestimating travel times by

several orders of magnitude.

3. Fractures exist in the geologic setting in the vicinity of the site as shown at GD-

1. These features have not been properly incorporated in the hydrologic modeling,

resulting in overestimations of groundwater travel time.

4. Data used in regional modeling are highly averaged and interpolated resulting in

loss of information and resolution.



5. No data exist for deterministic groundwater velocity calculations from the

proposed site to the accessible environment. Data available for probabalistic

velocity estimates are not used or have been lost through averaging.

6. Because of (a) the inappropriateness of the conceptual models, (b) the use of

invalid assumptions, and (c) the inadequacy of the data, no meaningful estimates of

groundwater travel time have been obtained. As DOE's assessment of the site

suitability against the geohydrology guideline is based on their travel times, we

cannot concur with their assessment. Inadequate studies have been conducted at

this time to make a meaningful assessment of the site suitability for repository

development or full site characterization.
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2. Review and Analysis of High Level Nuclear Waste Issues
for Gibson Dome in Southern Utah: Geochemistry

by

W.T. Parrv and S.J. Morrison

2.1 Introduction

Disposal of highly radioactive nuclear wastes require the prediction of complex

chemical processes involved in the interaction of the waste with its environment and

prediction of the migration of radioactive elements (radionuclides) through rocks. The

chemical processes of interaction of the waste with surrounding rocks and fluids is the

purview of geochemistry.

In order to demonstrate radionuclide containment, predictions must be made of

processes that cannot be verified in laboratory experiments. This means mathematical

modeling must be used. Current geochemical models are limited by insufficient

knowledge of thermochemical and kinetic properties of the geologic system in which the

radionuclides are to be stored, insufficient knowledge of transport models that

incorporate chemical processes, limited field and laboratory experiments in which

radionuclides have been transported, and lack of experience in testing predictive models

with natural chemical transport processes over extended time periods. Much research

has been conducted by DOE and its contractors to resolve these limitations. The quality

of geoscientific research is good and some would be evaluated by many experts as

elegant.

Four major problems pertain to storing high level waste at Davis and Lavender

Canyon sites:

1. Establishing the physical and chemical conditions in the repository. Pressure.

temperature, and host rock mineralogy are significant geochemical variables

that must be determined. The relationship of host rock characteristics to



fluids and the effect on fluid migration, groundwater composition and host

rock physical parameters such as porosity and permeability are critical factors

in establishing containment of the radionuclides.

2. Establishing the manner of radionuclide transport. Essentially all of the

actinides and a number of fission products must be contained. Their transport

behavior will be determined by the chemical species formed and competition

between solid and aqueous phases. Colloidal and particulate transport

mechanisms must be evaluated also. Fluid chemistries in salt differ

significantly from those to be expected in basalt or volcanic ash beds. Fluids

in salt are characterized by high ionic strengths and the presence of organic

ligands.

3. Determination of retardation mechanisms including precipitation of solid

phase, sorption, and water-rock reactions. Unlike volcanic or granitic sites,

organic matter is abundant in the Paradox Member and an important aspect of

actinide mobility.

4. Development of an adequate transport model. The basic question in migration

of radionuclides is the influence of chemical reactions on the transport

processes. A suitable transport model must be capable of predicting the

chemistry and mobility of ground waters for extended time periods.

With respect to the above problems, this report reviews and analyzes the following:

1. The summary of the present information base covering the Davis Canyon and

Lavender Canyon sites in the State of Utah. These data are the basis for



recommending a candidate site for site characterization.

2. Evaluation of the Davis and Lavender Canyon sites against the postclosure

technical guidelines. Geochemistry falls in the guideline category requiring

site characterization. The guidelines are further subdivided into qualifying

conditions, disqualifying conditions, favorable conditions, and potentially

adverse conditions. The Geochemistry guideline is concerned with the

chemical suitability of the site for containment and isolation of nuclear

waste. The chemical suitability affects the longevity of engineered barriers

and the release of radionuclides to the accessible environment.

2.2 Evaluation of Davis and Lavender Canvon Site Data Base

The summary of geochemical information presented in Chapter 3 of the Draft

Statutory Environmental Assessment (SEA) is evaluated in terms of the four major

geochemical problems outlined above.

Section 3.2.7 of Chapter 3 includes paragraphs titled "Host Rock Chemical

Properties" and "Hydrochemistry" which represent efforts to estimate the physical and

chemical conditions in the repository. The two summaries are very abbreviated

compilations of the data available on the repository conditions and in fact fail to include,

summarize or reference much available information relevant to characterization of the

repository, establishing radionuclide transport mechanisms, determination of retardation

mechanisms, and development of an adequate transport model.

One wonders what purpose this section serves. So much important and relevant

information is missing, information that is available in other reports, that the section

does not provide a basis for evaluation of the site or for- nomination of the site for

further site characterization.

The mineralogical and physical properties of adjacent aquifers, though fairly well



known from measurements at the GD-I drill site, are not mentioned. Clay mineralogical

transformations which have been carefully documented include the change from smectite

to illite producing a substantial decrease in sorption characteristics (McCully et a., 1984;

Bodine and Rueger, 1984). These transformations are not pointed out in the geochemical

sum mary.

The hydrochemistry section contains relatively more information, but here again,

much relevant information is available that is not included. Significantly, it is pointed

out that brine in the GD-1 bore hole is related to salt dissolution. Oxidation potential

(Eh) of the groundwater is mentioned, but other chemical variables which determine

migration of actinide elements are not mentioned such as pH, temperature, and activities

of possible complexing ligands that will contribute substantially to mobility of

radionuclides.

2.3 Evaluation of the Davis and Lavender Canyon Sites Against Post Closure Technical

Guidelines

The geochemistry technical guideline (Geochemistry, Guideline 1OCFR 960.4-2-2)

concerns the chemical suitability of the site for containment and isolation of nuclear

waste. The following discussion is presented condition by condition.



2.3.1 Analyses of Qualifying Condition1

"The present and expected geochemical characteristics of a site shall be
compatible with waste containment and isolation. Considering the likely chemical
interactions among radionuclides, the host rock, and the ground water, the
characteristics of and processes operating within the geologic setting shall permit
compliance with (1) the requirements specified in Section 960.4-1 for radionuclide
releases to the accessible environment and (2) the requirements specified in 10CFR
60.113 for radionuclide releases from the engineered barrier system using reasonably
available technology."

Draft Statuatory Environmental Assessment (SEA) statement 6.3.1.2.4: "The
Qualifying Condition for Geochemistry is expected. Any releases of radionuclides from
the waste package are expected to be retarded by geochemical conditions within the host
rock and in surrounding units."

This Qualifying Condition is the key geochemical issue in nomination of the Davis

and Lavender Canyon sites. The data available that are cited in the SEA and data that

are not cited do not support the conclusion that the Qualifying Condition for

Geochemistry is present or can reasonalby be expected. Waste should be buried in salt

only if the repository will remain dry. Ingress of water in more than minor amounts

would have catastrophic consequences. The containment characteristics of the host salt

could be compromised by dissolution of the host rock. Subsurface dissolution of salt is

well known in geologic environments and some clear examples of salt dissolution are

present in the Paradox Basin. These include (1) Lockhart Basin, (2) Beef Basin, (3)

Needles fault zone, (4) Lower Lisbon Valley, (5) Spanish Valley, and (6) Cache V alley.

Aligned and offset streams and linear vegetation patterns in Lower Lisbon Valley suggest

Quaternary faulting (ONWI-291, p. 3-11). Detailed mapping in Cache and Fisher Valleys

indicates that both structures have been active during the Quaternary (ONWI-9, p. 94).

Two of these known dissolution features exist in the candidate area: Lockhart Basin and

1 Qualifving Condition means a condition that must be satisfied for a site to be
considered acceptable with respect to a specific guideline. Disqualifying Condition
means a condition that, if present at a site would eliminate that site from further
consideration. Favorable Condition means a condition that, though not necessary to
qualify a site, is presumed, if present, to enhance confidence that the qualifying
condition of a particular guideline can be met. Potentially Adverse Condition means a
condition that is presumed to detract from expected system performance unless further
evaluation, additional data, or the identification of compensating or mitigating factors
indicates that its effect on the expected system performance is acceptable.



Beef Basin. These features are 19 km (12 miles) north and 21 km (13 miles) southwest of

the Davis and Lavender Canyon sites. Two other suspected or probable dissolution

features are also present. All or part of the salt in the Paradox Member has been

removed over an area of 23 square kilometers (9 square miles) in the Lockhart Basin

area. Dissolution is less well known in the Beef Basin area. Additional dissolution is

taking place at the Needles fault zone and the Shay/Bridger Jack/Salt Creek graben

system. The conclusion that no dissolution is occurring at the Davis and Lavender

Canyon sites is based upon the observation of sagging, faulting, or downwarped surface

strata, borehole geophysical logs indicating absence or partial absence of salt, or

anomalous seismic reflection patterns in the areas of known dissolution and the absence

of these features from the Davis Canyon and Lavender Canyon area.

SEA section 6.3.1.6.2 states that "faults with sufficient displacement to justapose

Paradox Formation salt against the Leadville Limestone aquifer are known to underlie

Lockhart Basin and are probably related to the dissolution there." SEA section 3.2.5.1 is

referenced to document this statement. Section 3.2.5.1, however, is contradictory

providing seismic evidence that the Lockhart Fault may be a tensional feature resulting

from collapse of Lockhart Basin, rather than a cause of the collapse. Huntoon and

Richter (1979, Fig. 6) show a pre-Paradox horst block which could bring Leadville up to

the Paradox salt level, but his interpretation is-based on a single drill hole. These

authors indicate the occurrence of a number of small breccia pipes associated with the

Lockhart Basin collapsed area.

The timing and mechanism of salt dissolution are not understood. Huntoon and

Richter (1979) suggest that salt dissolution is the result of groundwater circulation along

faults contemporaneous with the erosion of the basin. They are unable to explain the

occurrence of breccia pipes in the basin suggesting that.they are the result of ground

water circulation along areas of tensional openings related to downdropping.

The Lockhart breccia pipes are reminiscent of numerous pipes in the Moab-Spanish



Valley area (Weir et al., 1961) and in the southern San Rafael Swell (Kerr et al., 1957).

We feel these pipes may form by the rapid discharge of overpressured fluid from depth.

Such fluid expulsion could promote salt or limestone dissolution. If this mechanism is

correct, salt dissolution features may be ephemeral in nature. As such, salt dissolution

could begin suddenly and provide no prior evidence, such as structural depressions or

changes in brine chemistry of its initiation. It is imperative that the genesis of the

Lockhart canyon breccia pipes be adequately understood to provide assurance that such

features will not develop under-the stress field imposed by repository construction and

post-closure conditions.

Salt has prograde solubility, that is the solubility increases with an increase in

temperature. In the temperature range 25 to 2500 C the solubility increases from 359

grams to 468 grams per liter. As a direct consequence of the prograde solubility

relationships, inclusions of brine contained with the salt will migrate up the thermal

gradient towards a heat source such as the engineered radionuclide containers producing

a dehydration around the periphyry and a concentration of water near the heat source.

A small amount of water easily dissolves a significant amount of salt. Evaporites

are dissolved by water contained in sedimentary rocks; saline brines are present in

sedimentary sequences as a result. Saline brines are present in the Honaker Trail

Formation which overlies the proposed host salt bed and in the Leadville LImestone

directly underneath the salt. Careful geochemical examination of these brines has not

disproved an origin from dissolution of the salt.

Mg-rich clay assemblages talc, kerolite, serpentine, and corrensite are known to be

associated with hypersaline environments in the salt beds (Bodine and Rueger, 1984;

Weaver et al., 1982). Mg-rich clay assemblages have also been found overlying the salt in

the upper member of the Hermosa formation and tentatively attributed to migrating

hypersaline fluids (Bodine and Rueger, 1984) possibly from salt dissolution.

Magnesium rich clay minerals, carnallite, and kieserite are intimately mixed with



anhydrite bands (Weaver et al., 1982). Mg-rich fluids in the original evaporite deposit

occur near the top of a salt sequence and anhydrite occurs near the bottom so that the

occurrence of Mg rich minerals with anbydrite suggests downward seepage of Mg-rich

brine after the anhydrite formed. The nature and timing of brine migration are not know

and may be early in the history of the salt deposit, but the possibility of later brine

migration within the salt should be investigated.

Data and evaluations are inadequate to have reached the conclusion that dissolution

is not taking place at Davis Canyon or at Lavender Canyon. In factr with known

dissolution features in proximity to Davis and Lavender Canyons and brines in overlying

and underlying aquifers which could have resulted from dissolution, a prudent

geoscientist could conclude that dissolution is very likely at Davis Canyon and at

Lavender Canyon and that the Qualifying Condition is not met.

2.3.2 Analysis of Favorable Conditions

(1) "The nature and rates of the geochemical processes operating within the
geologic setting during the Quaternary Period would, if continued into the
future, not affect or would favorably affect the ability of the goelogical
repository to isolate the waste during the next 100,000 years."

Salt dissolution appears to be a major problem here. In addition the chemical

composition of ground waters could, if all complexing ligands, pH, Eh, temperature and

pressure were considered, promote the mobility of actinide elements.

(2) "Geochemical conditions that promote the precipitation, diffusion into the
rock matrix, or sorption of radionuclides; inhibit the formation of particulates,
colloids, inorganic complexes, or organic complexes that increase the mobility
of radionuclides; or inhibit the transport of radionuclides by particulates,
colloids or complexes."



We expect that an unfavorable condition will be found even though SEA expects a

favorable condition. Unfavorable characteristics that enhance the mobility of

radionuclides include presence of inorganic and organic complexing agents -in the

groundwater and rock system, decrease of sorption capacity of clay due to recent

diagenetic changes, increased pH and temperature over those on which the estimates are

based, and possible transport as colloids or solid particles.

Perhaps the most important control on the distribution of actinide elements in

nature is the presence of organic materials as evidenced by the widespread association of

organics and uranium ores. An extensive body of literature related to the geochemistry

of low temperature accumulations of uranium. Nash et al. (1981) offer a succinct review

of the occurrence and geochemistry of these (sandstone type) uranium deposits.

Selenium and lead, also of concern in high level waste studies are concentrated with

uranium in these ores. Diagenetic maturation of humic materials (e.g. peat) involves the

removal of functional groups and results in formation of less active substances such as

bituminous coals. It has been demonstrated, however, that even subbituminous coals

have the capacity to fix nearly 100% of uranium from solution (Moore, 1954). The -

chemical processes of adsorption, chelation and reduction are important in the

concentration of uranium by organic substances. Dissolved humic materials form

complexes with uranium and enhance the solubility of solid uranium minerals. Saline

fluids, such as are found-in the Davis and Lavender Canyon repository sites will

undoubtedly affect the behavior of dissolved humic materials. Humic acid molecules are

highly charged complexes and will display flocculation and dispersion as a function of

salinity. It is clear that these aspects of organic-actinide behavior (complexation,

chelation, adsorption and reduction) have been neglected in the environmental

assessment for the repository site.

Kerogen type compounds are quantitatively important in the Paradox Member.

According to Thackston et al., (1981) "strata within the upper Paradox have yielded



commercially significant volumes of oil in the Hatch Point area." These Paradox beds

are suggested as the source rock for commercial crude oils in the basin. Although the

concentrations of actinides in crude oils is low, several commercial uranium deposits

have formed by interaction of uraniferous solutions with petroliferous deposits-e.g.

Palangana Dome, Duval Co., Texas (Russell, 1959). Kerogen compounds are altered by

elevated temperatures and radioactivity such as would exist in the near field. The effect

of the hydrocarbon products on actinide transport is unknown.

The uncertainties involved regarding the actinide-organic relationships are unique

to salt repositories. Inorganic complexing, precipitation and dissolution mechanisms are

much better understood and can be used to model interaction with volcanic or granitic

rocks much more accurately.

Certain critical aspects of the interactions of actinides and fission products with

organic matter must be characterized before the Davis and/or Lavender Canyon sites can

be nominated for characterization. The distribution and characterization of solid and

dissolved organics in the site area must be determined. Four water samples from the

Gibson Dome boreholes were analyzed by Means et al. (1983) and found to contain high

organic concentrations (13 to 76 mg/1 toe). The effect of these organic compounds on

the behavior of potential polluting actinides and fission products must be experimentally

determined.

(3) Mineral assemblages that when subjected to expected repository conditions
would remain unaltered or would alter to mineral assemblages with equal or
increased capability to retard radionuclide transport.

The mineral assemblages that are known to be present in the host salt and adjacent

sedimentary units include clay minerals which undergo transformation at low

temperatures to produce product minerals of substantially reduced sorption capacity and

consequently reduce capability to retard radionuclide transport. The sorptive capacity of



the host salt is negligibly small and reduction to a smaller value may be insignificant.

Inclusions of saline fluid in the host salt can be expected to migrate up the thermal

gradient toward the waste containers and provide a more water rich environment for

those containers. Dehydration of hydrous minerals such as gypsum, carnallite, or

kieserite can provide an addition source of water.

(4) "A combination of pre-waste-emplacement geochemical conditions and a
volumetric flow rate of water in the host rock that would allow less than 0.001
percent per year of the total radionuclide inventory in the repository at 1,000
years to be dissolved."

The SEA expects a favorable condition based upon the earlier conclusion that salt

dissolution does not take place. Fluids that could contact the waste package are thus

restricted to brines within the salt, a small volume. However, salt dissolution could

expose the waste package to a larger volume of brine and produce a seriously unfavorable

condition.

The SEA also bases an expectation of a favorable condition on short term

laboratory experiments extrapolated to extended tme periods. We have no experience in

testing these predictive models over time period of 1,000 years.

(5) "Any combination of geochemical and physical retardation processes that
decreases the projected peak cumulative releases of radionuclides to the
accessible environment by a factor of 10 as compared to those projected on
the basis of groundwater travel time without such retardation."



The SEA expects that a favorable condition is not found. We take no exception to

this conclusion.

Analysis of Potentially Adverse Conditions

(1) Groundwater conditions in the host rock that could affect the solubility or the
chemical reactivity of the engineered barrier system to the extent that
containment would be compromised.

The SEA points out that even in the presence of unlimited brine the waste package

lifetime is expected to exceed 10,000 years. We are uncertain as to the mathematical

models used to make this estimate or the uncertainties involved in the estimation.

Oxidation potential of the brine and its chemical reactivity must be considered.

Substantial Mg will be present in the brine and contribute to accelerated corrosion.

(2) Geochemical processes or conditions that could reduce the sorption of
radionuclides or degrade the rock strength.

Sediments below and above the host salt provide some sorptive capacity and

evidence is presented to show that mineralogical changes taking place serve to reduce

the sorptive capacity of those materials (McCully et al., 1984). In addition substantial

evidence exists to show that the salt is undergoing dissolution and that migration of fluid

inclusions toward the heat source where salt solubility is greater may take place.

Pressure solution at grain boundaries may produce substantial reduction in rock strength.

(3) Pre waste emplacement groundwater conditions in the host rock that are
chemically oxidizing.

Data are scarce on the redox conditions in the host rock, but the presence of

organic matter and methane suggests that conditions are reducing. Oxidizing conditions



could be expected only if the salt is breached during dissolution by external oxidizing

solutions.

2.4 Suitability of Proposed Site Characterization Studies

Two types of data are required in order to evaluate the geochemical aspects of

repository siting: (1) laboratory data concerning solubilities, complexing adsorption etc.,

and (2) site specific data. Site characterization provides only the second type of data.

Proposed site characterization involves sinking a shaft to gain physical access to

salt cycle 6, the targeted repository horizon. Such direct access would provide the best

possible, but highly localized, data regarding the physical and chemical environment.

This shaft, however, will provide only a single data point in a three dimensional array

needed to understand the spatial aspects of fluid-rock geochemistry and hydrology.

En light of the costs and adverse environmental impacts of shaft sinking, it seems

appropriate to preceed such activities with an array of core holes in the site areas.

Careful groundwater sampling, and mineralogic and lithologic work on these cores,

together with experimental determinations of the solubilities and adsorption constants

for hazardous elements, under anticipated groundwater conditions (as discussed in Apps

et a., 1982) should predate a shaft. In fact, we feel shaft sinking would not be a cost

effective means of acquiring the essential data needed to evaluate the geochemistry

siting guidelines.

Hydrochemical studies based on. results from over thirty boreholes have been in

progress at Hanford (basalt) Site since 1979 (Mission Plan, p. 5-36). Experimental

sorption ratios have been determined under the Hanford Site groundwater conditions for

Neptunium and Technetium (Kelmers et al., 1984). We wonder why similar pre-

characterization chemical data are not available for the salt sites which comprise seven

out of the nine considered for characterization.



2.5 Summary and Conclusions

We find that the Statutory Environmental Assessment has not provided adequate

justification for nomination of the Davis Canyon or Lavender Canyon site. Significant

data relevant to the site nomination have been omitted from the discussion or ignored in

the evaluation of guidelines. The most critical area of dispute is the problem of possible

salt dissolution. Secondary problems concern possible mechanisms of actinide

transport. Specifically the effect of complexing ligands and sorptive capacity of clays

has not been considered nor has the effect of pH and temperature on the solubility of

host rock minerals and actinides in the waste package.

Because the SEA is meant to serve as a vehicle for site characterization selection

from among nine potential sites, it should provide some comparisons of the Gibson Dome

sites to the other candidate sites. Also, because it is intended for public review it should

include pertinent data summaries when citing unpublished documents.
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3. Review and Analysis of High Level Nuclear Waste Issues for Gibson Dome in Southern

Utah: Stratigraphy and Structure, Salt Dissolution, Diagenesis

by

Marjorie A. Chan

3.1 Introduction

This is a final review and an elaboration of points in my earlier preliminary review

of stratigraphic, dissolution and diagenetic features of the Lavender and Davis Canyon

sites (University of Utah, Report 2.3, Nov. 5, 1984). Both reviews are based on reading

from: The DOE Siting Guidelines; the Statutory Environmental Assessements (SEA) (in

particular, Ch. 3- Sections 3.2 and 3.3, and Ch. 6.- Sections 6.3.1 Postclosure Technical

Guidelines); ONWI (Woodward Clyde Consultants) Reports; and other geologic reference

material.

In this report, an attempt has been made to evaluate the DOE compliance with the

EA requirements, as well as the technical basis for data interpretation. The following

discussion is divided into 3 parts dealing with models and interpretations of: Stratigraphy

and Structure (Section 3.2); Salt Dissolution (Section 3.3); and Diagenesis (Section 3.4).

Major points of contention are summarized in a concluding section at the end of this

report (Section 3.5).

3.2 Stratigraphy and Structure

A favorable condition is said to exist for geohydrology in part because

"the sites have stratigraphic, structural and hydrologic features
such that the geohydrologic system can be readily characterized
and modeled with reasonable certainty" (Guideline 960.4-2-1, EA
6.3.1.1).



The EA interprets these "known" conditions to be relatively simple, traceable, consistent,

predictable and ones that can readily be modeled. However, this is a questionable claim

because of the following major problems and inconsistencies which deserve considertion:

1.knowledge of sedimentologic relationships and facies changes
is incomplete;
2.map interpretations may be overgeneralized and perhaps
incorrect because they are based on widely spaced data points;
and
3.there is a lack of seismic data to substantiate claims that
earthquake activity is not likely to increase in frequency or
occurrence.
Each of these problems is dealt with in more detail below.

3.2.1 Sedimentologic Relationships and Facies Changes

Although the stratigraphy of the Paradox Basin is relatively simple, the importance

of facies changes within the Paradox Formation and surrounding formations has not been

adequately addressed. Facies changes may be a strong controlling factor on potential

dissolution and hydrologic modeling. Rapid facies changes cause strata (and lithologies)

to pinch out, thin, or change in composition over a short distance (Walker, 1984).

Presently it is not known exactly how extensive the interbeds are within the Paradox

Formation or whether they undergo rapid facies changes, yet these interbeds may be

conduits for fluid migration. Although the EA (3.3.2.1) does mention the continuity of

some mudstones within the Paradox Formation (Hite, 1960), the continuity of other

carbonate or evaporite interbeds is not mentioned. in addition, beds within the Paradox

Formation tend to thin over the Monument Upwarp basement structure (EA Fig. 3-11).

This combination of facies changes and thinning over a basement structure can greatly

affect the hydrologic regime and seems to have been neglected in considerations of fluid

migration (particularly for the interbeds which have up to 12% or more effective

porosity, EA Table 3-13).

It appears that the data base available from the Gibson Dome #1 (GD-i) lithologic

log could have been used in conjunction with other well logs or lithologic logs from

surrounding areas to determine whether small interbeds can be correlated between



previously drilled holes. These correlations would have given at least some estimate of

interbed continuity and the rapidity of facies changes within the Paradox Formation and

the geologic setting. If facies changes are occuring, beds may not be traceable,

consistent or predictable. It would be difficult to model the stratigraphic and

sedimentologic relationships that bear on the hydrology without a thorough understanding

of the facies and basin history.

3.2.2 Map Interpretations

Maps (e. g. structure contour and isopach maps) which help determine the strucutre

and stratigraphy were derived from sparse well data. These maps are important in

determining subsurface features that may not be expressed in the surface topography.

The recognized dissolution features (Lockhart and Beef Basins) as well as some

collapse structures (Gypsum Canyon) are on the order of a few kms in diameter.

Lockhart basin is one of the larger dissolution features and is about 6 km in diameter.

Surprisingly, many of the data points used to interpret the structure and stratigraphy are

spaced out by the same order of magnitude (several kms). The closest data points in the

immediate area surrounding the Davis Canyon site are about 3 km apart, but the-majority

of the points are much farther apart. Wells (which contribute the data points) are

generally 8-10 km or more from the outside edge of the Davis Canyon site. The

minimum distance between points ACROSS the site is nearly 20 km apart. Thus, with

such widely-spaced data, the dissolution features (particularly isolated ones) may be

present but could go undetected due to lack of data, as well as the masking effect of the

mobile salt section or modification of structures by later uplifts (Scott and Klipping,

1981). Much smaller dissolution features such as breccia pipes could be easily

overlooked.

3.2.3 Tectonics and Seismic Activity

Seismic activity is important in predicting the likelihood of potentially disruptive

tectonic processes or events within the geologic setting. Events in the Quaternary



Period are especially significant and present potentially adverse conditions (Guideline

960.4-2-7, EA 6.3.1.7). The structural features: Lockhart Basin, Gypsum Canyon, Beef

Basin, Lean-to-Canyon, and the Grabens, all indicate active tectonism in the Tertiary

and/or early Quaternary (Sugiura and Kitcho, 1981).

The historical record of seismic activity within the Paradox Basin is incomplete,

yet this lack of information is used to infer that a potentially adverse condition is not

found. For example, a notable discrepancy in the EA Sec. 3.2.5.2 (page 3-47) says "The

largest known earthquakes within the Plateau have probably been of ML 5 and 6", but the

EA results on Table 6-6 (page 11 of 13) says "There is no historical record of earthquakes

occuring in the geologic setting with magnitudes greater than ML 4 to 5". This latter

assessment is deceptive and a rather manipulative use of the lack of data, particularly

when adequate seismic records only cover a 1962-1982 time span (Wong, 1983, ONWI-42)

and the guidelines are concerned with disqualifying conditions on the order of periods of

1,000 years or more (EA Sec. 6.3.1.1).

Active mining activity in the Book Cliffs has induced seismicity (Wong, 1983,

ONWI-492) which accounts for more than half of the recorded seismic events in the

Paradox Basin. It has not been shown that this seismicity will decrease in future years,

and one might expect that mining activity and associated seismicity will increase with

continued exploration efforts on the Colorado Plateau. This could present a potentially

adverse condition (Guideline 960.4-2-7, EA Sec. 6.3.1.7).

The presence of a preCambrian basement fault in the Davis Canyon candidate site

area was detected from seismic reflection data (EA Sec. 3.2.5.1). Such basement

features have been known to be zones of weaknesses even on the stable craton (Miall,

1984, p. 442) and could produce potentially adverse conditions. The preCambrian fault

under the Colorado River is microseismicallv active when periods of high discharge are

followed by a rapid drop in the river stage (Wong and Simon, 1981). Tectonic stresses

within the Colorado Plateau also appear to be sufficiently near the critical levels that



would provide the strain energy accumulation needed to produce earthquakes along zones

of weakness (Wong and Simon, 1981).

Faulting in the Grabens area of Canyonlands National Park is presently viewed to

be controlled by one of the following mechanisms:

1. ductile salt flowage under pressure; or
2. brittle failure (faulting) in an elastic plate (layered
sedimentary rocks) which slides over a viscous (salt) layer.

In the latter hypothesis (Melosh and McGill, 1982), the area is tilted at a small dip

angle (as is found off the Monument Upwarp), and it is assumed that there is some up-dip

"pinning" point. Salt extrusion flow will occur at the free end (valley anticlines in

Colorado River Canyon). Brittle failure in the upper plate will be retrogressive (migrate

towards the up-dip pinning point) if there is significant salt extrusion flow. It appears

that this retrogressive faiure is occurring (Stromquist, 1976) and could migrate towards

the proposed repository which lies between the Grabens and groundwater recharge

areas. This failure may have an important effect on fault patterns and may control the

movement of dissolution fronts.

3.3 Salt Dissolution

3.3.1 Evidence of Salt Dissolution

Evidence of salt dissolution has been cited as a potentially adverse condition (EA

3.2.5.6). The DOE guidelines state that dissolution will become a problem if it affects

the repository within a 10,000 year period. The estimated rates of dissolution in the EA

may not be reasonable for the reasons given below.

Salt dissolution may be detected by three lines of evidence: 1. hydrologic; 2.

stratigraphic; and 3. structural or geomorphic. Hydrologic data may be one of the most

irrefutable lines of evidence and is important for estimating dissolution rates. Detailed

studies of brine compositions (Mayhew and Heylman, 1965) and ionic ratios (Johnson,



1981) can yield conclusive data on the presence or extent of salt dissolution, but

comprehensive data on these compositions or ratios are not presented in the EA. In

particular, Cl7/Br ratios may indicte whether waters were derived from dissolution (high

C17 content) or from connate solutions (lower C17 values) (Thackson et al, 1981). Analysis

of Cl/Br ratios in the Missiissippian Leadville Limestone indicates that dissolution is

occuring where the Leadville Limestone is in direct contact with the Paradox Formation

(Thackson et al, 1981). Samples from the Pennsylvanian Honaker Trail Formation also

show high Cl/Br ratios which again indicate salt dissolution (Thackson et al, 1981) and

may also imply upward movement of dissolution waters from the underlying Paradox

Formation. More detailed analyses would help determine where dissolution is occurring,

but overgeneralization of the upper Paleozoic strata into only 3 hydrostratigraphic units

may mask the detection of variation in ionic ratios and could obscure the distinction of

waters formed form dissolution.

It appears that little attempt was made to examine ionic ratios within waters

although reasonable data from GD-1 or surrounding wells may have been available for

study.

Stratigraphic and structural evidence for dissolution is present within the geologic

setting (Lockhart Basin, Beef Basin, Shay/Bridger Jack/Salt Creek Graben system)

although dissolution has not yet been detected within the site boundaries. The previously

mentioned problems of map interpretations from sparse data would emphasize the impor-

tance of carrying out detailed studies on brines and fluid inclusions, particularly when

evidence for dissolution may not show any surficial expression.

3.3.2 Models of salt dissolution

Various mechanisms have been invoked to explain and model salt dissolution. A

synthesis of available geologic literature on dissolution models indicates that there are

probably 4 main models:



1. Uniform dissolution by unconfined groundwater.
2. Nonuniform dissolution by unconfined groundwater.
3. Uniform dissolution by confined groundwater.
4. Nonuniform dissolution by confined groundwater.

One of the main examples of dissolution rates cited in the EA (Sec. 6.3.1.6.5) is

from the Palo Duro Basin, Texas Panhandle (Gustavson et al, 1980 a,b; Gustavson et al,

1982; Swenson, 1974). This Texas example appears to be the Type 1 model above.

However, this type of model is probably unrealistic for the Gibson Dome area because of

the depth of the salt and the presence of aquicludes in the overlying section. The

presence of nearby dissolution features in the geologic setting of the Paradox Basin

indicates that the Type 2 model and/or type 4 model would be more likely. Dissolution in

the Gibson Dome area appears to be produced by: meteoric water channeled downward

along fractures; brine density flow between the Paradox salt and the Leadville

Limestone; solution channels within the salt; and flow through clastic interbeds.

As mentioned in my previous preliminary review, dissolution within the geologic

setting of the Paradox Basin may be quite irregular and non-uniform. Dissolution and the

self-perpetuating fronts may occur in variable directions. The nature of dissolution may

be actively concentrated in small areas and may be episodically intense in moments of

geologic time. The lack of information about interbeds within the Paradox Formation is

still a problem that should have been addressed in order to evaluate whether there is

potential for dissolution from localized or overpressurized zones of high permeability in

interbeds or within structural features.

3.4. Diagenesis

Diagenetic (post-depositional) features in units of the Gibson Dome area and in

interbeds of the Paradox Formation are imporatant to geohydrologic models for the

candidate site. More studies on specific lithologies of interbeds in GD-1 and other well

localities could have provided valuable information on the porosity and permeability of

interbeds which could act as conduits for fluid migration. Although some studies are



presented on rock characterization in the EA, there are inconsistencies within the given

data. It appears that these problems could have been clarified by some standardization

of the data or discussion of methodology problems and lithologic relationships. Detailed

comparisons of petrographic porosity measurements might also have helped verify values

obtained by other techniques.

One particular inconsistency in permeability data (EA Sec. 3.3.2) makes it difficult

to interpret what the data means. Specifically, Table 3-12 expresses permeability from

drill stem tests in md (millidarcies) and Table 3-13 expresses permeability form lab

analyses in D (darcies). After a correction for equivalent millidarcy values between the

tables, the comparatively same sample intervals seem to show permeability values which

differ by several orders of magnitude (Example: GW-76-78). Certainly one can expect

some variability because of fracturing, facies changes, lithologic changes or sampling

problems, but the data and EA text do not clarify the cause for such large apparent

discrepancies.

3.5 Summarv

In summary, the most important points of this review indicate that there are some

problems with the data sets and models in the EA. Although these problems do not

immediately disqualify a site, they do bear on the significance of potential adverse

conditions. The most important points of contention are:

1. Facies changes are not well-understood or documented within the geologic setting.
Rapid facies changes within clastic interbeds of the Paradox Formation may affect
and control fluid movement and dissolution.

2. Map interpretation, stratigraphic and structural relationships may be incorrect or
overgeneralized because data points are so widely-spaced. Important dissolution
features could have been overlooked because the scale of their occurrence is less
than or equal to the spacing of data.

3. The EA tends to discredit the significance of seismic activity because of a lack of
records. There is evidence to show that induced seismicity and the possibility of
more earthquakes along zones of weakness are likely to occur within the site area
and the geologic setting.



4. Evidence of salt dissolution may be more accurately detected from detailed water
analyses and studies of ionic ratios, particularly where dissolution may not show
surficial expression. Known dissolution features in the geologic setting indicate that
the Texas Panhandle models do not apply to the Paradox Basin. It is reasonable to
assume that dissolution in the Gibson Dome area is non-uniform, localized and could
occur intensely at episodic moments of geologic time.

5. Diagenetic effects (e. g., dolomitization, cementation, porosity, permeability) and
their extent in the Paradox Basin are not well-defined. Some of the present data
appears to be inconsistent and could have been clarified by differentiation of the
data with respect to more detailed lithologies or other factors (such as sampling
techniques).
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4. Review and Analysis of High Level Nuclear Waste Issues
for Gibson Dome in Southern Utah: Structure and Tectonics

by

Ronald L. Bruhn

4.1 Introduction

This is a contribution to a review of the DOE's draft environmental assessment of

sites around the Gibson Dome in southern Utah associated with the development of a high

level nuclear waste repository. This is the second, and final report discussing

implications of data and procedures on structure and tectonics presented in the draft

environmental assessments.

This report is based on a review of the draft environmental assessments of the

Davis and Lavender Canyon candidate repository sites. The assessment documents and

technical guidelines have been read and reviewed. Material referenced in the guidelines

was then reviewed. No new data was collected. Particulary important documents for

evaluation of the structural and tectonic characteristics of the Gibson Dome region are

reports ONWI-290 (Geologic Characterization Report of the Paradox Basin Study Region,

Utah Study Areas), ONWI-400 (In situ and Laboratory Geotechnical Test Results from

Borehole GD-1 in southeast Utah), and ONWI-491 (Results of Hydraulic Tests at Gibson

Dome No. 1, Elk Ridge No. 1, and E.J. Kubat Boreholes, Paradox Basin, Utah).

Additional documentation was reviewed form the published geological literature as

referenced in the environmental assessments.

A report entitled Preliminary Review of Structure and Tectonics Section, Draft

Environmental Assessment for the Davis and Lavender Canyon Waste Repository Sites"i

was prepared and transmitted to Utah State officials in November, 1984 (Bruhn, 1984).

(University of Utah Report 2.4, Nov. 5, 1984) This document discussed several topics of

concern with the manner in which conclusions had been reached in the draft

environmental assessment document. These topics were; (1) regional tectonic models, (2)



evaluation of fracture systems, (3) identification of subtle, but potentially significant

dissolution features.

Each of these topics remains a potential concern, although the most obvious

problem centers on the second item, evaluation of fracture systems, particularly their

orientation, spacing and distribution throughout the two candidate sites.

4.2 Review of Compliance with Technical Guidelines for Davis and Lavender Canyon

Sites

This review is based on siting guidelines presented in the report "DOE

Revisions to the Siting Guidelines of November 18, 1983 in Response to the

Preliminary Decision of Concurrence by the NRC on March 14, 1984", date May 14,

1984. Reference is made to Appendix IV of this document.

4.2.1 Rock Characteristics (Section 960:4-2-3)

Geological and geomechanical characteristics of the site including.

a) Approximate geology and stratigraphy of the site.

b) Approximate structural framework of the rock units and any major

discontinuities in core samples.

c) Rock mechanical properties, with consideration of time, stress, temperature,

dimensional scale, and any major identified structural discontinuities.

d) Estimates of the magnitude and direction of in situ stress and temperature.

4.2.2 Comments as to Compliance with 960.4-2-3

a) The approximate site stratigraphy and major structural features have been

investigated to a reasonable level. However, the investigation of joint systems

is totally inadequate for identification of a candidate site in which rock



permeability and groundwater flow paths are critical attributes.

CONCLUSION - Non-compliance on item (a) based on a professionally

reasonable criteria for geological evaluations of a candidate site. This

conclusion is based on review of the following documents ONWI-290, ONWI-

400, ONWI-491, Lithologic Log of Borehole GD-1.

b) The approximate structural framework of the rock units has been investigated

on a reasonable level for large scale faults, regional joint patterns and

folding. However, no modern, integrated program of joint system analysis has

been carried out to a reasonable level either within the individual candidate

sites nor in the Gibson Dome region as a whole.

CONCLUSION - Partial non-compliance on item (b) based on reasons cited in

(a) above.

c) Rock mechanical properties were measured in the field using in situ testing in

borehole GD-1 and in laboratory -using core from GD-1. Tests included rock

compliance, creep tests and strength tests. I am familiar with the

interpretation of such test but am not a credible expert on their evaluation.

CONCLUSION - Testing procedures and results are reasonable in my opinion.

Compliance is therefore accepted based on completed work. However, GD-1

borehole is located about 8 km from the candidate sites. The lack of test data

from the actual candidate areas stretch the credibility of stated compliance

with this section.

d) In situ stress and temperature measurements. Tests consisted of in situ

hydraulic fracture measurements at six levels in borehole GD-1. Only one

impression packer test for fracture orientation was successful, at 3137 feet in



the borehole. I have not reviewed any data on temperature measurements.

The stress test magnitudes appear to be useful. The single stress orientation

measurement by itself, an indication of stress orientation, is not credible, even

though it apparently agrees with focal mechanisms from local earthquakes.

Local structure within the borehole can often influence near-bore fracture

propagation and several directional results should be obtained before a stress

direction is accepted as credible. Extrapolation of stress orientation data

from Rangely, Colorado and the Piceance Basin region is interesting but not of

great use in evaluating stresses at the candidate sites. No attempt was made

to correlate stress orientation at GD-1 with orientations that can be inferred

from Quaternary faulting in the area (Shay Graben system for example). No

attempt was apparently made to utilize borehole dimensional (break out) data

from several oil wells in the Gibson Dome vicinity. The borehole break-out

method (Gough and Bell, 1981) could give useful information on stress

orientations throughout the candidate region which would supplement the

hydraulic fracture results. Experience from other basins in the Rocky-

Mountain region (Wattenberg Basin, Smith and others, 1976) indicate that

stress directions can vary greatly within individual basins over distances of a

few kilmeters. This effect has been interpreted as a response to local

variations in rock anisotropy, and is a critical consideration for modeling of

waste repository structure and hydrology.

CONCLUSION - No in situ stress data is available for either the Davis or

Lavender Canyon sites. Extrapolation of directional data from a single test

results in GD-1 to the sites is not adequate given the experience in the

Wattenberg Basin and the fact that no attempt to supplement the GD-1 result

with oil well break-out data was attempted. The stress test work is considered

incomplete in my opinion and I suggest non-compliance with this section for
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candidate site identification.

4.3 Tectonics Section 960.4.2.7

4.3.1 Tectonic Setting of Sites

Description of the tectonic setting of the site in order to project stability over next

10,000 years and to identify tectonic features and processes that could be reasonably

expected to have a potentially adverse effect on the performance of the repository.

a) Tectonic history and framework of the geologic setting and site.

b) Quaternary faults in the geologic setting.

c) Active tectonic processes - uplift, diapirism, tilting, subsidence, faulting, and

volcanism.

d) Geothermal gradient.

e) Regional in situ stress field.

f) Historical seismicity of the geologic setting.

4.3.2. Comments as to compliance with 960.4-2-7

a) General tectonic history and geologic framework of region has been

addressed. Site geology for the Davis and Lavender Canyon is discussed in only

general terms, mostly within regional context (ONWI-290, environmental

assessment documents).

CONCLUSION - Compliance on item (a) in general, although individual site

descriptions are considered inadequate, no detailed discussion of site

stratigraphy or joint systems has been encountered in this literature review.



No specific reasons for selecting Davis and Lavender Canyons on detailed a

geologic basis relative to other canyons in the area have been found.

b) An attempt to identify potentially adverse effects from Quaternary fault

systems has been made (ONWI-290). Shay Graben is a particularly

problematical structure, located along the southern edge of the Gibson Dome

study area. Two major problems need to be addressed further for

consideration of Shay Graben and related fault zones. (1) The possibility of

fracture permeability providing access for fluids from the Davis and Lavender

Canyon areas to the fault zones. (2) The possiblity of a "characteristic

earthquake" of large magnitude on the Shay Graben fault zone. The new, but

important concept of evaluating characteristic earthquakes (Schwartz and

Coppersmith, 1984) on fault systems in the western U.S. has not been applied

to the seismic risk analysis as far as I can tell from reviewing the available

literature.

CONCLUSION - Completion of item (b) requires more information concerning

tectonic history of Shay Graben Fault Zone, and consideration of

characteristic earthquake problem on site stability and design criteria.

c) No thorough discussion of the geological data at the sites is given concerning

identification of incipient subsidence phenomena associated with dissolution.

Consideration of characteristic earthquake problem is not addressed.

CONCLUSION - Inadequate data and data evaluation in reviewed reports,

particularly on site-specific geology

d) Geothermal gradient - not discussed or reviewed.

e) Regional stress field - see comments on 960.4-2-3, item d.



f) The review of historical seismicity is reasonable. See comment above on item

b on characteristic earthquakes.

CONCLUSION - Partial Compliance

4.4 Discussion and Conclusions

Several guidelines for site selection have not been complied with at a reasonable

level of effort in my opinoin. My review of the structure and tectonics of the region has

not revealed any known site disqualification characteristics. The problem, in my opinoin,

is that an adequate data base and analysis program has not be completed on a site-

specific basis. I do not find that adequate information is available on fractures (faults,

and joints) in the two candidate sites, that the in situ stres sevaluation is complete, or

that major questions on the history and seismic potential of Shay Graben fault system

have been adequately addressed at the site selection level of investigation. This type of

work should and can be completed before entering into extensive site characterization.

The joint system analysis is perhaps the most glaring example of a lack of - -

reasonable effort and that, in my opinoin, leads to non-compliance with guidelines. Joint

analyses in ONWI-290 consist of several statements concerning the fact that the rocks

are jointed, that one set of joints parallels Gibson Dome, that some joint sets are

reflected on photography as lineaments and that sets seem to vary in orientation and

occurrence from one formation to another in the candidate site area. Core descriptions

of fractures in GD-1 core are not integrated into the analysis of the hydraulic tests

(ONWI-491) even though high fracture Permeabilities were encountered in parts of the

Pinkerton and lower Paradox Formations. I could not find any in depth discussion of the

fracture log that was supposedly run in GD-1, a critical.log for developing hydrologic

models since it would indicate fracture orientations at various depths. Indeed, the

comments on joint variability in different formations at the surface (ONIWI-290) lead one
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to suspect that joint spacing and orientation may vary signficantly in both a lateral and

vertical sense within the candidate site region. No attempt was made to integrate bore-

hole fracture data with surface data to establish whether joint characteristics in GD-I

may be similar to those in the Davis and Lavender Canyon region, which are 8 km

distant. Furthermore, the in situ stress data has not been used to consider which joint

sets might be oriented so as to allow preferential fluid flow in the contemporary stress

regime. Simply stated, the analysis of joints in the region, perhaps the most important

structures in terms of establishing repository structure and hydrologic characteristics is

basically non-existent as discussed in the reviewed documents. More data is needed and

a coherent, integrated program of joint, stress and hydrologic analyses should reasonably

be required before site selection is made in view of the candidate site selection

guidelines. Site specific data on jointing, stress and hydrological properties is

particularly important (based on the experience from Wattenberg field, Colorado for

example). These data should be required prior to a full stage characterization program in

my opinion. I conclude that concerns raised in the preliminary report by Bruhn (1984)

remain valid and that several subsections of guidelines 960.4-2-3 and 960.4-2-7 have not

met compliance during site selection as outlined in the draft environmental assessements

for Davis and Lavender Canyon sites.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background/Authorization

This report is meant to provide a technical review and evaluation

of Department of Energy documents concerning groundwater, radionuclide

travel time and monitoring issues relative to siting a high level nuclear

waste repository in the Gibson Dome area in Southern Utah. In so doing

we have, during a relatively short period of time, examined in detail

the Department of Energy Guidelines concerning high levelnuclear waste

disposal (1983) including revisions (1984), and each draft of the Environ-

mental Assessments for Davis and Lavender Canyon, up to and including the

fifth draft (dated July 27, 1984). In addition, a large body of support-

ing DOE documents and relevant published research literature was carefully

examined and incorporated into this report.

Our approach to the review and evaluation process has been to examine

the assumptions analysis procedures, conclusions and supporting data

regarding groundwater, radionuclide travel time and monitoring issues for

the Davis and Lavender Canyon Environmental Assessments, and to provide

an independent appraisal of the DOE approach and assessment of these

issues.

This work is carried out under a contract with the State of Utah

Office of Planning and Budget (Contract No. 85-0205).
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2.0 REVIEW AND EVALUATION OF GROUNDWATER ISSUES

2.1 Summary of Groundwater Issues

In general, our most serious concern about the groundwater issues in

the Davis and Lavender Canyon Environmental Assessments has to do with

the very minimal effort that has been made to date to characterize

hydraulic conditions in the region surrounding the proposed repositories

and along expected travel paths. It seems remarkable that the siting

procedure has come so far based on a single observation well in the

impacted area. It appears that no other proposed repository site has

this little information on which to make quantitative assessments. In

our estimation, part of the problem stems from the mistaken view that,

because the flat-lying hydrostratigraphic units of the Colorado Plateau

can be identified and correlated over large distances, hydraulic

properties can be inferred or extrapolated over large distances (1-10's

of km) as well, and therefore additional field data are unnecessary or

redundant. In other words, because a satisfactory geologic model is

available for the western Paradox Basin, the hydraulic model is also

"realistic" and well-defined. It is our opinion that because of the

large degree of spatial variability of hydraulic properties evident in

the regional data base and in GD-1, and the likelihood of the existence

of discrete hydraulic features (such as joints, fractures and dissolution

conduits), that hydraulic characterization in the impacted area is

premature. We feel that, at present, the data base available for the

Gibson Dome sites is inadequate to make quantitative predictions and

assessments about the hydrologic performance of these sites.
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A second concern we have is with regard to the use and application

of groundwater model predictions as a substitute for "hard field data" in

the region surrounding the proposed repository. It is our opinion that

the use of sophisticated models with a generic data base does not con-

stitute a "realistic" prediction of performance. Here again we feel that

the only way to make quantitative and reliable assessments of hydrologic

performance (velocity and travel time) is on the strength of reliable

field data and supported by verifiable model studies. Model results

provide no substitute for field data.

2.2 Hydraulic Properties of Hydrostratigraphic Units

An early comprehensive regional study of the hydrodynamics of

the Paradox Basin can be found in Hanshaw and Hill (1969). The hydro-

geologic interpretations of these authors seem to provide the basic

conceptual framework on which subsequent studies have been based.

Huntoon (1979) and Weir et al (1983) provide additional valuable inter-

pretations of the hydrogeology of the western Paradox Basin. The three

hydrostratigraphic units defined in the Environmental Assessments of

Davis and Lavender Canyon and described in ONWI 290 and 491 are the same

as those suggested by Hanshaw and Hill (1969) with slight modifications.

However, the description of the three hydrostratigraphic units in the

Environmental Assessments rely almost totally on the data from GD-1, a

single borehole located several miles from either repository site.

Because the hydraulic conductivity and porosity of the consolidated

hydrostratigraphic units of the Colorado Plateau are likely the result of

secondary, fracturing, faulting and solution, we can expect large blocks

of low hydraulic conductivity in the region (Huntoon, p. 45, 1979),
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interspersed with zones of higher hydraulic conductivity. A single

borehole would not be considered representative of regional aquifer

properties under almost any field situation, but especially not here

where the fluid transport properties were developed subsequent to

deposition and burial. Evidence for secondary permeability and porosity

is found in data from GD-1. Laboratory measurements on cores of the rock

matrix are consistently lower than the drill stem tests (Figure 3-38,

Davis Canyon E.A.). The drill stem tests are effectively measuring the

total permeability (and porosity), which apparently is controlled by

jointing, fracturing and/or dissolution. The reliance of the environ-

mental assessment on data from a single borehole, is not in our opinion

good hydrogeologic judgment.

There is an overall failure in the E.A.'s to recognize that present-

ly, the only way to make realistic or conservative estimates of the

hydrologic performance of the potential repository, is from a statistical

analysis of the regional data base (Table 3-11, Davis Canyon, Table 3-11,

Lavender Canyon). Hydraulic conductivity data for a single observation

well (such as GD-I) could fall anywhere within a 6 order of magnitude

range (see Fig. 3-38, p. 3-185, David Canyon E.A.). This is obviously

inappropriate for assigning velocities or travel time over the entire the

impacted area. A statistical methodology incorporating regional data

statistics for hydraulic conductivity and porosity would be an appropriate

approach to preliminary velocity--travel time estimation. Using regional

data for hydraulic conductivity and porosity would not underestimate the

quality of data derived from petroleum exploration. This is discussed in

greater detail in Section 3.3.
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The second point of concern regarding the hydraulic data base

has to do with the statement in both the Davis (p. 6-87) and Lavender

Canyon (p. 6-90) E.A. that "geologic correlation between boreholes spaced

as much as 32 kilometers (20 miles) apart is an acceptable practice with

a fairly high confidence level in this particular setting."

Although the unique geology of the Colorado Plateau is such that

geologic correlation over large distances is possible, the context of the

above statement in the text should not be construed to mean that geologic

correlation and the correlation of hydraulic properties (porosity,

hydraulic conductivity) over large distances are the same, as is done in

the E.A.'s and in the groundwater modeling study (ONWI/TR32/TRI7, 1983.

1984). It is safe to say that each of the hydrostratigraphic units in

the Gibson Dome area are subject to several orders of magnitude change in

hydraulic conductivity, even over relatively short distances between

boreholes (say 10-100 meters). Again, the E.A. does not discuss uncer-

tainties in data or processes using any recognized framework of risk

and/or statistical analysis.

A third point of general concern is that the Environmental Assess-

ments make no attempt to resolve the potential impact of discrete hydrau-

lic features such as fractures, faults, joints and dissolution conduits.

The potential of these features to dominate the rate of groundwater flow

and contaminant transport along expected flowpaths would seem to be

extremely significant in this geologic environment. Neglecting the

possibility of flow in discrete hydraulic features, and estimating

velocities based on the matrix permeability and porosity of the con-

solidated rocks will drastically underestimate the velocity and over-

estimate the travel time of contaminants in the impacted hydrogeologic

zones.
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Detailed Comments: The Pinkerton Trail Formation, the upper-most

formation of the lower hydrostratigraphic, unit is suggested to be

aquitard in both E.A.'s Although the hydraulic conductivity for the

Pinkerton Trail Formation is low in GD-1, on a regional basis Hanshaw and

Hill (1969) refer to it as the Pinkerton Trail Aquifer, a limestone

characterized by low potentiometric gradients, and "indicates favorable

conditions for petroleum accumulations." This would indicate that at

least locally, the Pinkerton Trail Formation would not serve as an

aquitard.

The assumption is made that the middle hydrostratigraphic unit

is impermeable with the conclusion that essentially no groundwater

moves through the proposed repository rock. This assumption is not

necessarily supported by regional data or even with the data from GD-1,

where the hydraulic conductivity ranges between 10-5 cm/sec and 10-10

cm/sec (Fig. 3-38, Davis Canyon E.A.). Obviously these would be con-

sidered low values of hydraulic conductivity, however, they do not

suggest impermeability.

2.3 Regional Potentiometric Surfaces

General Comment: Regional potentiometric surface maps for each of

the important hydrostratigraphic units in the Paradox Basin were orginal-

ly presented by Hanshaw and Hill (1969). In this study the potentio-

metric contours were constructed by interpolation of point data from

widely spaced (1-10's of miles) oil and gas exploration wells. The

authors of this study, recognizing the uncertainty in the contoured

potentiometric surfaces, confined their interpretations of the hydro-

dynamics of the Paradox Basin to large scale conceptualizations of the

flow paths, aquifer interconnections and boundaries of the system.
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This approach is quite useful for establishing the regional hydro-

logic framework such as boundary conditions, recharge and discharge

areas, generalized flow directions, etc., however it does not provide the

detailed hydraulic head data necessary for estimating the direction and

magnitude of local velocities associated with potential contaminant

transport from a waste repository. With the exception of GD-1, essen-

tially no hydraulic head data exist between the potential repositories

and the accessible environment (Colorado River). In addition there is no

plan to collect this data since the site characterization plan (Chapter

4) suggests that drilling will not be performed or will be performed in a

limited way within the national park boundaries, which comprise most of

the expected travel path from the sites.

Having carefully read the first and second status reports (ONWI/E512-

02900/TR-32 . . ./TR-17, 1983, 1984) concerning regional groundwater flow

modeling, it is apparent that simulated hydraulic head contours will be

substituted for actual field data in the region to the west of the

repository sites. It seems reasonable to point out here that model

results are no substitute for field data, and performance estimates based

on modeling results without field data for model verification are essen-

tially meaningless. This is discussed in a following section in more

detail.

Detailed Comments: The EA.'s for Davis and Lavender Canyon sites

go to great lengths to argue that the upper and lower hydrostratigraphic

units are hydraulically isolated by the middle unit (taken to be imperme-

able except at the Shay Graben and Lockhart Basin). Other authors

provide differing interpretations of the relative interconnection of

these strata (Hanshaw and Hill, 1969, p. 285): "The potentiometric
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surfaces of Mississippian and Pennsylvanian (lower and middle hydro-

stratigraphic units respectively) aquifer systems (their Figs. 2, 5, 6, 7)

are quite similar in their major aspects. Because Mississippian strata

crop out in very few places and over limited areal extent, we suggested

previously that this aquifer (Leadville) receives most of its recharge

from cross-formational flow from overlying strata." The above situation

may very well be occurring in the region surrounding the Davis and

Lavender Canyon sites given that the higher potentiometric level in the

upper hydrostratigraphic unit indicates recharge and the water quality of

the Leadville limestone (lower unit) is apparently similar to the Paradox

(middle unit) at GD-1.

The hydraulic gradient used to estimate the movement of water

through the salt strata (p. 3-192 Davis Canyon E.A.) is based on fresh-

water potentiometric heads, uncorrected for density gradients. A dense

fluid, such as a brine, overlying a less dense fluid, creates natural

density gradients which should not be neglected in calculating hydraulic

head. Neglecting density gradients between the middle hydrostratigraphic

unit (salt strata) and the lower hydrostratigraphic unit may drastically

underestimate the vertical velocity through this zone, and overestimate

the travel time.

Davis Canyon 3-189 ad Lavender Canyon 3-214: "Potentiometric

levels within the Paradox Formation interbeds do not create a consistent

areal pattern in the bedded salt area of the western Paradox Basin."

This statement in both E.A.'s is misleading and is not consistent with

what has been found by other authors (Hanshaw and Hill, 1969) who have

constructed regional potentiometric maps of the Paradox. As stated

earlier, the potentiometric maps of Hanshaw and Hill demonstrates
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the similarilty between contours in the Honaker Trail, Paradox and

Mississippian Leadville formation, further illustrating their consistency

and potential interconnection. The above interpretation that potentio-

metric levels are not consistent in the Paradox is primarily based on

what was found at a single well GD-1, and neglects the regional evidence

that flow in the Paradox is under hydrodynamic conditions (i.e. a

regionally consistent slope to the potentiometric surface).

Another indication of the problem encountered when data are sparse

can be observed by comparing the difference in potentiometric surface

maps developed for the region near the repository. Figure 2.1, after

Hanshaw and Hill (1969), shows that the repository is located on or near

a ridge of the 4400 foot contour line. Figure 2.2 from both the Lavender

and Davis Canyon Environmental Assessments shows the repository on a

relatively straight section of the 4400 foot contour line. This demon-

strates the arbitrary nature of potentiometric maps where essentially no

data are available.

2.4 Recharge/Discharge

Throughout the Davis and Lavender Canyon Environmental Assess-

ments and supporting documents, we found arbitrary assumptions and

statements of fact unsubstantiated by field data. This is also true

for their assessment of the locations, modes and rates of recharge

and discharge. For example, "hydrogeologic judgment favors the con-

clusion that essentially no movement of groundwater exists through

the proposed repository rock" Davis Canyon, 3-191). Statements such as

this are obviously not based on experience at other salt sites (i.e. the

WIPP site; Isherwood, 1981, nor is it evident from data itself, such as
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GD-1 or other regional data (ONWI 290, 1982)). Similar undocumented

assumptions and statements concerning site performance where based on

almost no hard field data serve no useful purpose in the environmental

assessment, except possibly to foster erroneous preconceptions at later

stages of the study. Unsubstantiated claims should be deleted from the

environmental assessments. Davis Canyon 3-186, Lavender Canyon 3-214:

The following argument is offered as evidence of no recharge from the

upper hydrostratigraphic to the lower unit. "Because the potentiometric

surface of the upper hydrostratigraphic unit appears to be higher than

the lower unit at the site (actually GD-1), and considering the exten-

sive thick sequence of evaporite beds, hydraulic interconnection is

probably restricted between the upper and lower units."

The argument that the potentiometric surface of the upper hydro-

stratigraphic unit is above the lower unit simply indicates that GD-1 is

in a local recharge area, which of course is well documented (3-189,

Davis Canyon). The similarity of water quality between the middle and

lower hydrostratigraphic units may also support the idea that slow,

vertical downward flow presently exists at GD-1 through the entire

sequence.

Davis Canyon 3-190, Lavender Canyon 3-217- "Significant recharge to

or discharge from the middle and lower hydrostratigraphic units do not

appear to occur in the Davis (Lavender) Canyon candidate area, except

possibly where the normal stratigraphic sequence has been disrupted, such

as in Lockhart Basin, and along Shay Graben. . ." This statement is

unsubstantiated with field data within the candidate sites. No evidence

is presented and no arguments are made to support the statement that

recharge and discharge does not occur in the middle and lower units at
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the site. Evidence should be presented or this statement stricken from

the E.A. Davis Canyon 3-190, Lavender Canyon 3-218: "Lateral recharge

to and discharge from the middle and lower units are limited by overlying

strata of low permeability." Again we have a statement flatly made

without supporting regional evidence. The conclusion is based on GD-1

alone, which cannot be considered representative of the entire repository

area. Apparently the authors intend to ignore the fact that the Colorado

River, in addition to serving as the drainage system for the upper

hydrostratigraphic unit, also drains the middle and lower-hydrostrati-

graphic units at the candidate sites.

No mention is made in either E.A. about the likely interaquifer

connection between the lower and upper hydrostratigraphic units in the

vicinity of the confluence of the Green and Colorado Rivers, where the

salt strata have been significantly disturbed. Little reference is made

of the Grabens to the south as to their impact within the E.A.'s. Since

considerable disturbance of the salt strata are evident along the Colorado

River, facilitating discharge from the upper and lower units, the impact

of this area should receive additional consideration in the E.A.

2.5 Groundwater Modeling

The groundwater modeling effort (ONWI/512-02900/TR-17 and ONWI/512-

02900/TR-32) is referred -to in both the Davis and Lavender Canyon E.A.'s

with the following brief statement,

Preliminary numerical modeling of the ground-
water flow system was performed for the region sur-
rounding the candidate area (Dunbar and Thackston, 1984,
pp. 1-3). The basic conclusions from the study at this
time are that the groundwater flow system conceptual
model is realistic and that additional data are needed
to adequately quantify the flow system parameters,
especially transmissivities, hydraulic conductivities,
recharge amounts, and potentiometric levels.
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This statement is apparently presented simply to satisfy the requirement

in the technical guidelines concerning the ability to model the site.

They state that their conceptual model is 'realistic' but that additional

data are required to quantify the system. In our opinion the model

effort presented here is an attempt to justify many of the unsubstantiated

assumptions about the nature of groundwater flow made earlier in the

E.A.'s and supporting documents. The model results are not based on

sufficient, or in many areas, any data on which to justify their claim

that the model result is realistic.

A scientific approach to modeling would be to use an appropriate

physical model of a system along with available information and data

about the system to provide an understanding about how the system

performs. The engineering approach to modeling is to apply this under-

standing along with a satisfactory data base, to provide the best avail-

able answer to the particular engineering problem at hand. The model

study of the Paradox Basin performed by the Intera group does not satisfy

either of these approaches. Restrictive assumptions are made at the

outset, in many cases unsupported by field evidence or sufficient data,

which are favorable to the view, that the Davis and Lavender Canyon sites

are suitable for waste isolation. The model study then sets about

to 'prove' that these assumptions are "realistic" even though no data

exists to calibrate and verify their conceptual model in the region of

critical concern.

On page 6 of the first status report the authors state their purpose

is to predict groundwater flow and travel times to the biosphere and

"to define confidence limits on this prediction." This is an almost
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unbelievable statement considering the almost total lack of data within

the Gibson Dome area.

In our opinion, the groundwater model study implemented by the

Intera group should not be viewed as having the capacity to predict

anything. Its real value would have been as a screening model to test

the viability of their basic assumptions, however, very little of this

was done. Their approach has been to make restrictive assumptions

concerning aquifer interconnnections and boundary conditions, input a

generic data base (since hard data is essentially unavailable), and then

call model output a prediction. I will include the following quotes from

an editorial by Mary Anderson on groundwater modeling (Anderson, 1983).

"It is also tempting to consider using models to judge the
suitability of proposed waste sites, e.g., hazardous waste
sites. A generic data base might be used for this type of
modeling because it would be too costly and time-consuming to
collect site-specific data for many different sites. The
rationale is that it will be simpler to input model parameters
from a generic data base and allow the model to calculate an
array of numbers purportedly representing the concentration
(or velocity--our statement) of contaminants in groundwater at
any point in the subsurface. This type of modeling is valid
only if it is recognized that models fashioned in this way are
merely preliminary screening tools. Models that rely on a
generic data base cannot be expected to produce results that
are accurate for any specific site. Generic modeling can
be a hazardous game because when the numbers from a computer
output are plotted up in three-dimensional color graphics,
it's easy to loose site of all the assumptions that went into
the modeling effort. One tends to forget that "the Emperor
has no clothes."

It is clear that models must be used in conjunction with
field studies and good hydrogeological field sense. In fact,
field studies to help resolve the questions about dispersion
and chemical reactions in the subsurface are in progress and
in planning. Until the results of these studies are analyzed
and accepted, the promotion of ground-water models for con-
taminant transport applications should be viewed with caution.
Let's consider the experience of others:
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'What were the scientific underpinnings of the
National Environmental Protection Act that allowed
it to demand scientific analyses chat were not
possible at that time, or maybe never possible?
Why did the scientific community not refuse to
collaborate with requests that were patently
impossible? The legal or the administrative re-
quirement to carry out modeling studies did, how-
ever, seduce many engineers and scientists, this
reviewer included, to try to do the best they could
under the situation. In retrospect, this was a
great error because we have allowed air and surface
water models to be adopted and be required (in some
cases, models are even mentioned by name in the
Federal Register), without regard to measuring the
ambient environment before predicting effects of
man-induced impacts. The engineering and scientific
community are expected to perform analyses and
prediction without a proper scientific data base.1
(Rogers, 1983.)'

Some may disagree with a philosophy which implies that a
'proper scientific data base" is required to make engineering
decisions. Sometimes it is necessary to make decisions without
complete data. Models can help in decision-making provided that
the assumptions inherent in the model and the degree of uncertainty
in the parameters used in the model are fully recognized."
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3.0 REVIEW AND EVALUATION OF RADIONUCLIDE

TRAVEL TIME/MONITORING ISSUES

3.1 Summary

This chapter describes the comments and concerns we have as to

the pre and post closure site monitoring plans, and the methods used

to calculate travel time and its variability. The Environmental Assess-

ment clearly states that flowpaths are expected to be in a northwesterly

to southwesterly direction from the repository. Several of the proposed

site characterization wells are far removed from any expected flowpath,

thus these wells give little information other than regional geohydraulic

characteristics. Proposed monitoring along expected flowpaths is clearly

inadequate.

Travel time calculations are based on bulk matrix permeability

and porosity values, while contaminant travel paths will likely be in

joints, fractures, and along dissolution surfaces. The travel times

quoted in the E.A. are thus not conservative, and virtually ignore the

impact of discrete hydraulic features. Also, the issues of the variabil-

ity of expected travel time is not addressed in the E.A.

3.2 Assumptions and Framework for 10,000 Year Travel Time Criteria

According to the Department of Energy's Siting Guidelines (May

1984) for High Level Nuclear Waste Disposal, one of the important charac-

teristics of the geohydrologic setting which demonstrates the compatibil-

ity of a given site for waste containment and isolation is (960.4-2-1

Geohydrology, PZ):

(1) Site conditions such that the pre-waste-emplacement ground-water

travel time along any path of likely radionuclide travel from
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the disturbed zone to the accessible environment would be more

than 10,000 years.

In this same document the DOE outlines the types of information

they expect to be included as evidence for subsequent evaluations of the

site including travel time (Appendix IV, p. 7, Guidelines). In addition

to the data listed below the DOE will also "supplement this information"

with the following: a) conservative assumptions or extrapolations of

regional data, b) conceptual models (I assume this to mean numerical

models), and c) analyses of uncertainties in data.

Geohydrologic data base:

(1) Location and estimated hydraulic properties of aquifers, con-

fining units and aquitards.

(2) Potential areas and modes of recharge and discharge for aquifers.

(3) Regional potentiometric surfaces of aquifers.

(4) Likely flowpaths from the repository to locations in the

accessible environment, as based on regional data.

(5) Preliminary estimates of ground-water travel times along likely

flow paths from the repository to locations in the expected

accessible environment.

We have serious concerns about two particular aspects of these

guidelines concerning the framework for assessing site geohydrology.

(1) The guidelines, inadvertently or not, encourage the use of

numerical models with generic data as a substitute for hard

field data. As discussed earlier, model results in regions

where no data are available (such as over the 1000 km2 region

adjacent to the Gibson Dome site) can be used to produce any

desirable answer. It is impossible to assess the level of
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uncertainty in these areas and thus the concept of conservatism

cannot be followed either. Model results are very useful in

regions where field evidence (data) exists and can thus be

verified. But in our estimation, model simulated potentiometric

contours and velocities are no substitute for real data since

they cannot be verified.

(2) A second general concern involves the lack of any statement

or qualification concerning what amount of hydraulic field

data constitues a minimum allowable data base for site charac-

terization.

For example: Can a single observation well and corresponding hydraulic

head, porosity and hydraulic conductivity data, over a 1000 square m

region encompassing "expected travel paths," satisfy the requirements of

the guidelines with respect to evidence? If so, then the guidelines are

essentially meaningless since any site of that size would have low

conductivity zones. In our opinion these concerns should have been

addressed in the guidelines and incorporated in the Environmental Assess-

zments.

3.3 Data Availability/Needs

The data base presently available for calculating travel times

consists of the following items:

(1) The GD-1 borehole; porosity and hydraulic conductivity data.

(2) Regional hydraulic conductivity and potentiometric level

in ONWI-290, Vol. V, Appendices.

(3) Regional potentiometric contour maps as published by Hanshaw

and Hill (1969).
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As Hanshaw and Hill do not cite the data base used to develop their

contour maps, it is likely that much of their data came from the same

sources given in ONWI-290. It appears that most of the data cited in

ONWI-290 comes from wells drilled several miles to tens of miles north,

east, and south of the repository location.

Expected flow paths from the repository location and the Accessible

Environment (the Colorado River) can be estimated from regional poten-

tiometric surface contour maps given in Hanshaw and Hill (1969) or from

the INTERA modeling study. In both cases, flowpaths could be expected to

travel in a northwesterly to southwesterly direction from the repository

location. This flowpath is through the region most lacking of data cited

in ONWI-290, and indicates the need of additional hydraulic conductivity,

porosity, and potentiometric surface data in the region between the

Colorado River and the repository location.

Site characterization studies outlined in Chapter 4 of the Davis

and Lavender Canyon EA's indicate that several deep boreholes will be

drilled within a 3 miles radius of the repository location, as well as

boreholes in the Lockhart Basin ( 5 miles N of the repository), Beef

Basin ( 15 miles SW of the repository), and the Shay Graben ( 10 miles

SE of the repository). With the exception of the Beef Basin boreholes (2

boreholes), and the boreholes drilled to the NW and SW of the immediate

vicinity of the repository, all the site characterization boreholes lie

outside of any possible flowpath from the proposed repositories.

Granted that wells drilled to the east, northeast and southeast of

the potential repositories help to characterize the range of expected

values of porosity and hydraulic conductivity for the region, however

they do not identify possible anomalies along expected flowpaths,

or possible trends in geohydraulic parameters between the repository and
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the accessible environment that would greatly effect travel times.

Additional site characterization wells along "expected flowpaths" should

be drilled to determine the variations and trends in geohydraulic param-

eters along possible flowpaths.

A sensitive issue is whether site characterization drilling should

be carried out within the Canyonlands National Park directly west of the

repository location. In our opinion, since flowpaths likely would

flow across the southerly boundary of the park, additional boreholes

along these flowpaths will be necessary. Section 4.3.1 in both EA's

propose that 2 boreholes be drilled within the park boundaries directly

west of the proposed repositories "if unanticipated conditions are

encountered or the boreholes outside of the park do not provide data to

adequately characterize the site area." Exactly what "unanticipated

conditions" are, or what "inadequate characterization" entails, is not

specified in the EA. It is our opinion that, if drilling activities

cannot be carried out within the park boundaries due to aesthetic or

environmental reasons, then the assessment of hydrogeologic performance

will be inadequate to determine site suitability as a waste repository.

In summary, the number of proposed boreholes (47) is more than

adequate for regional hydrogeologic characterization but does not address

the problem of travel time determination along flowpaths. The regional

data base will provide a good estimate of the likely flowpaths, and once

these are established additional data along the expected travel paths is

necessary to quantify travel time.

3.4 Travel Time Estimation/Uncertainty Evaluation

First of all, it is our opinion that the Department of Energy (DOE)

guideline concerning the 10,000 year travel time to the accessible
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environment may not be appropriate for high level nuclear wastes subject

to dispersive/diffusive mixing processes. These dispersive/diffusive

processes may make the initial arrival time of a contaminant much quicker

than the arrival time of a contaminant that is traveling at the average

fluid velocity. This concern is best summarized by Grisak et al. (1978)

"It should be emphasized that arrival times using the average
velocity may be misleading or irrelevant in the case of con-
taminants which exceed permissible levels at very low concen-
trations. In such cases the entire dispersed breakthrough
curve is much more significant. In fact in some cases the first
measurable arrival may represent excessive contamination."

It seems likely that for cases of flow and transport in discrete hydraulic

features, such as fractures, joints and dissolution conduits, the above

concern will be even more critical.

A serious criticism we have concerning the Environmental Assessment

for both the Davis and Lavender Canyon sites is that there is no consistent

quantitative framework established by the DOE or its consultants for

estimating travel time. The travel times quoted in the EA (Section

3.3.2.1., 6.3.1.1.2) are based on rules of thumb or "best guess" of the

hydraulic properties of the hydrostratigraphic units. A consistent

framework of travel time estimation takes into account the variability of

the hydraulic properties and the correlation of these properties.

The data needs for estimating the travel time are:

(1) Vertical and horizontal hydraulic gradients: Vertical hydraulic

gradients can be determined from one well. Horizontal hydraulic

gradients require at least three wells to establish the plane

of the potentiometric surface. Figure 3-40 in both the Davis

Canyon and Lavender Canyon EA's show potentiometric surface

contours in the vicinity of the repository. The problem with
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these maps is that potentiometric surface data between the

repository and the Colorado River is nonexistent. Thus there

is no data to substantiate the DOE's travel time analysis along

the expected flowpaths.

(2) A hydraulic conductivity-porosity relationships needs to be

established from field data to assess travel time variability.

Since travel time is a direct function of hydraulic conductivity

and porosity, the variability of travel time is. related to the

variability and covariability of these parameters. Collins

(1976) shows with the modified Kozeny equation, hydraulic

conductivity is proportional to the cube of the porosity.

Thus, a small increase in porosity will give a much larger

increase in hydraulic conductivity.

(3) Due to the effect of anisotropy in a fractured porous media,

the direction of the hydraulic gradient may not be the same as

the flow direction. This factor could affect the delineation

of "expected flowpaths" to the biosphere. This aspect needs

to be quantified by field studies.

To illustrate the wide variability of calculated travel times, the

following analysis was done based on the Darcian flow equation:

T = L

where T is the travel time, P is the porosity, J is the hydraulic gradient,

and is the hydraulic conductivity. For the Honaker Trail, Paradox,

and Mississippian formations the following data sources were used:

(1) Flowpath lengths and hydraulic gradients were estimated from

potentiometric surface maps given in Hanshaw and Hill (1969).
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(2) Formation porosity was estimated from the laboratory effective

porosity given in ONWI-491.

(3) Formation hydraulic conductivity was estimated from regional

data given in ONWI-290, Volume V.

Statistical parameters and calculated travel time are defined on

Tables 3-1 and 3-2, respectively. The travel times shown are calculated

for 1) the arithmatic mean porosity and geometric mean hydraulic conduc-

tivity and 2) for values of these hydraulic parameters plus/minus one

standard deviation from their respective means. The results show that

the calculated travel times can vary over several orders of magnitude,

depending on the choice of the values of the geohydraulic parameters.

This analysis also indicates that travel times can be shown to be much

less than the 10,000 year requirement simply by picking the geohydraulic

parameters one standard deviation away from their respective means.

A "conservative" analysis would pick so called "worst case" param-

eters for its analysis. It is our opinion that the parameters used in

the EA to calculate "worst case" travel times were arbitrarily chosen.

As indicated by our simplified statistical analysis, it is likely that

"worst case" travel times could be much less than 10,000 years.

The methods and data used in the EA to express variability of

velocity and travel time -are in our opinion inadequate. Methods such as

First-order Uncertainty Analysis (Benjamin and Cornell 1970, pp. 180-186)

or derived probability distributions are possible rational approaches to

preliminary determine travel time variability. However, model sensitivity

studies, supported by field data in the impacted area, would be the best

ultimate approach.



Table 3-1. Geohydraulic parameters.

Length Gradient Ya Sy KG b (m/d) Ky+Sy Ky-Sy P SP P+Sp P-Sp
(m)

Honaker 21.5(103) 0.018 -5.8 2.4 3.0(10-3) 3.3(10-2) 2.7(10-4) 0.062 0.055 0.117 0.007

Paradox 21.5(103) 0.013 -6.2 2.0 2.0(10-3) 1.5(10-2) 2.7(10-4) 0.044 0.046 0.090 0.OOOIC

Mississippian 21.5(103) 0.005 -5.2 2.1 5.5(10-3) 4.5(10-2) 7.1(10-4) 0.14 0.02 0.16 0.12

a. = ln(Ki)
n

b. KG = eY

C. Sp > P use 0.0001 in calculations

Table 3-2. Travel time estimate in years.

Formation TjaP TK+,P+ TK-,P- TK+,P- TK-,p+

Honaker 72,000 12,000 90,000 70 1,500,000

Paradox 100,000 27,000 1,700 30 1,500,000

Mississipian 300,000 42,000 2,000,000 31,000 2,700,000

t-n
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3.5 Relation Between Modeling Effort and Travel Time

In our opinion the regional modeling effort of Intera (1983, 1984)

will not produce the required. resolution to estimate contaminant transport

from the potential repository sites to the accessible environment. 'The

large scale over which the numerical model averages hydraulic conductivity

(order of km's) assures that a low value of hydraulic conductivity will

result. In regions of consolidated rocks where permeability and porosity

are secondary, most of the flow will likely occur in localized zones of

higher conductivity, from dissolution, jointing or fracturing. These

zones will be separated by large blocks of extremely low conductivity

material. If the spacing of the higher conductivity zones is wide (say

100's of meters) this will assure that block averages for the numerical

model will be small. With regard to travel times, the regional numerical

model has the same problem. It will provide a small average block

velocity and large travel time estimate. However, contaminant releases

will move in the high conductivity zones, governed by the local higher

velocity. Thus we can expect any estimate of travel time (or velocity)

based on regional averages, or estimated from large scale numerical

models (by inverse techniques) to overestimate the travel time for

contaminant movement on a local scale. Estimating reliable travel times

without the benefit of det-ailed field data is an almost impossible

task.

3.6 Consequence of Joints, Fractures, and Faults

Groundwater flow in discrete hydraulic features such as joints,

fractures, 'faults and dissolution conduites is likely an important

mechanism of groundwater flow within the deep sedimentary rocks of the
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Paradox Basin. The drill stem permeability tests from GD-1 support this,

indicating a hydraulic conductivity over 2 orders of magnitude greater

than the laboratory rock matrix permeability (ONWI-491, Table 4-2).

Travel time is thus greatly influenced by the total (matrix and fracture)

rock permeability. The presence of these features will impact both site

characterization studies and post closure monitoring.

For site characterization, the problem lies in assuring that a

proper assessment of the fracture hydraulic characteristics and fracture

frequency is made. The regional hydraulic conductivity data given in

ONWI-290, Vol. V, show for the Mississippian formation the high value

of hydraulic conductivity is 75,000 times greater than the low value,

and for the Paradox formation the ratio of high/low hydraulic conductivity

is 2,000. Given the low matrix permeability of the consolidated sedimen-

tary rocks that make up these formations, the higher values are likely

due to secondary fracture or dissolution permeability. The Davis

Canyon EA page 3-184 states that fracturing is a minor influence in

Paradox formation permeability. However, the regional and GD-1 perme-

ability data seem to contradict this statement.

For post closure monitoring, the variety of possible flowpaths

through the fracture network leads to a high probability that

contaminant flowpaths will- not be intercepted by a monitoring well.

This topic will be addressed in greater detail in section 3.6 of

this review.

The final comment here is that overall, the modeling approach taken

by INTERA is appropriate for regional water balance assessment of the

various aquifers that make up the Paradox Basin. However, in the case of
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travel time estimation of contaminants, a much finer resolution will be

necessary. The EA does not adequately address this fact.

3.7 Post Closure Monitoring

The EA indicates that the site characterization boreholes will

also be used as monitoring wells during the post closure period. As

was mentioned in the previous section, it seems likely that significant

transport will occur within the fracture network of the rocks. The

problem lies in assuring that the monitoring wells will intercept this

contamination.

Flow is expected to be within a northwesterly to southwesterly

direction from the proposed repositories. In the upper hydrostratigraphic

unit, flow is expected to be more to the northwest and more to the

southwest in the lower hydrostratigraphic unit. Referring to the

enclosed figures from the 5th draft of the EA's, the following obser-

vations are made:

Lavender Canyon:

A. The lower hydrostratigraphic unit test wells leave wide gaps

for contaminant flowpaths to the west and southwest of the

repository. The sparcity of observation wells and uncertainty

in precise flow directions provides little assurance that con-

taminant losses to the lower hydrostratigraphic units would

ever be observed.

Davis Canyon:

A. Only two observation wells within the lower hydrostratigraphic

unit are proposed to the west of the underground facility, which

is clearly inadequate given the expected uncertainties in flow

direction.
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B. Shaft seal leaks or vertical flows into the upper hydrostrati-

graphic unit would be expected to move to the north or northwest

from the repository. The upper hydrostratigraphic unit test

wells are clustered more to the south and west of the Engineering

Design Borehole. Thus the majority of the proposed monitoring

wells are not along expected flowpaths.
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4.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In general it is our conclusion that the Environmental Assessments

and supporting documents for Davis and Lavender Canyon, given the present

data base and knowledge of the hydrogeologic sytem, do not provide

satisfactory evidence that 1) groundwater conditions within the three

hydrostratigraphic units are favorable for successful isolation of

High Level Nuclear Wastes and 2) expected radionuclide travel times are

in excess of 10,000 years from the operations area to the accessible

environment.

The following recommendations concerning site suitability as a

repository, site and post closure monitoring, and contaminant travel

time are based on our analysis given in the previous sections.

1. The proximity of the site to the Colorado River and its

tributaries has major implications to the downstream water

users dependent on the Colorado River for water supply. Con-

taminant leakage along undetected fracture networks, or the

possibility of transportation spills, may render useless the

sole water supply of major agricultural development and

municipal users downstream. The human health and economic

risks associated with placing a high level nuclear waste

facility within the drainage of an important river system

should be addressed in the guidelines and evaluated in EA's.

2. Inadequate data in the region of expected contaminant flow-

paths to the biosphere introduces extreme levels of uncertainty

in calculated travel times. The only way to reduce this un-

certainty and develop confidence in the accuracy of calculated
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travel times is to gather additional hydrogeological and geo-

physical data along expected flowlines. However presently, the

data base is not adequate even to determine the location of

"expected flow paths."

3. Incorporation into the DOE guidelines and the Environmental

Assessment of the potential impact on system performance by

discrete hydraulic features (joints, faults, fractures and

dissolution conduits).

4. Incorporation of the problem of spatial variability of hydraulic

properties as one component of the uncertainty in travel time

calculations. Even in the presence of an "adequate" data base,

the effect of spatial variations of hydraulic properties on

contaminant transport will be a critical factor to site per-

formance. This is not addressed in the E.A.'s.

5. Implementing in the guidelines and the environmental assessment

the use of groundwater modeling as a screening tool rather

than predictive tool. Model results should not be substituted

for "hard data" in regions where inadequate data would make

verification impossible.
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